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The focus of this thesis is to examine the Chinese brotherhood societies’ evolution 
through their activities in Guangdong province during the last decade of the Qing 
Dynasty, from both internal and external perspectives. The Chinese brotherhood 
societies had been both isolated from, but at the same time, part of the whole Chinese 
society during the early and mid-Qing China. Nevertheless, at the turn of the 
twentieth century their position in rural society was profoundly marginalized. By 
explaining how the social and economic conditions, the government authorities, the 
public discourses and the revolutionary propagandas’ impacted on the Guangdong 
brotherhood societies, this research traces the course of how the image of “secret 
societies” was formed. 
 
Chapter two presents an overview of the Guangdong brotherhood societies during the 
early and mid-nineteenth century, by examining their organizational structure, practices, 
ideology and major activities. Members of the brotherhood societies, who used to be 
local residents with little earning and later were embraced in a larger social 
group--“wandering people (youmin)”, came from various backgrounds. Although 
connected by spiritual ties that were rooted deeply in traditional cultures of Chinese 
society, the Guangdong brotherhood societies remained relatively heterogeneous and 
 iv
amorphous. On one side, memberships were under loose management since the actual 
function of the rules and moral principles were rarely practiced. On the other side, 
individual brotherhood society was conducted under independent leadership and the 
leaders of those societies gradually benefited the most by obtaining financial profits 
and personal prestige. As such, the Guangdong brotherhood societies were disunited as 
each sought to forward their own interests, which made it impossible for them to form 
a larger network. 
 
Chapter three addresses the continuity and change of the Guangdong brotherhood 
societies during the first decade of the twentieth century, from an internal perspective. 
Due to the inclusion of new members that came from an educated social group, the 
scholar-gentry and the radical intellectual, the Guangdong brotherhood societies slowly 
evolved into a mechanism for recruitment. This mechanism was thus utilized by Sun 
Yat-sen and other political associations as a useful instrument to gather both manpower 
and financial support. The Guangdong brotherhood societies’ participation in pre-1911 
Revolution period did not turn them into a united group, leading them, instead into 
internal fragmentation eventually. Leaders and ordinary members had different 
perceptions of the social and political transformations. Furthermore, different 
brotherhoods took different directions. However, the continuity of their tradition could 
still be seen clearly in this period of time. Those who remained apolitical relied greatly 
on the predatory strategies and became increasingly violent among the local society.  
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The final chapter further interprets the social and political environments of the 
Guangdong brotherhood societies’ evolution. The evolution, from the brotherhood 
societies that were organized under the goal of mutual-aid to the secret societies that 
was considered purely heterodoxy in the late imperial period, was caused by various 
reasons. Participation of the Guangdong brotherhood societies in political uprisings, 
even with a clear intent of seeking money, or in some social riots and collective 
criminals, was magnified through the lens of an elite society’s writings. The discourses 
that were produced by intellectuals outside the rural Guangdong, together with the 
situations that were depicted by local officials through their memorials to the central 
authority impressed the government with an image of the Guangdong brotherhood 
societies as the main threat to both government and society. Therefore, the relatively 
soft policies that were used to apply to prevent possible rebellions were replaced by 
harsh treatments and laws to strictly prohibit any brotherhood societies towards the end 
of Qing Dynasty. From that moment on, the Chinese brotherhood societies started 
being officially and legally, “secret”.  
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Chapter One: Introduction 
 
Chinese brotherhood society, which in Chinese scholarship is more often known as 
mimi shehui, mimi jieshe or huidang, is a direct translation of secret society from 
Western scholarship.1 Often treated as vanguards of Chinese political innovation,2 or 
described equally as an isolated group of men who lived in the underworld, the Chinese 
brotherhood societies have always retained a mysterious image in both Western and 
Chinese readers’ eyes. 
 
The word “secret” of the Chinese secret societies has always been given special 
attention when related to certain type of texts. Their names appear whenever the 1911 
Revolution is discussed, in most of the scholarship that concerns the pre-modern China, 
and also in research on Chinese popular religions or other kind of political associations. 
Nevertheless, the Chinese secret society alone indeed is a more complex case that 
warrants further examination. 
                                                 
1 It is generally accepted that Chinese scholars were not the first group to use the term “secret societies”. 
Instead, the usage of “secret societies” first appeared in Westerner’s work. Japanese scholar Hirayama 
Shū was the first one who introduced this phase to China, and later on Chinese scholars used it as a literal 
translation to “mimi shehui 秘密社会”. See Hirayama Shū 平山周, Zhongguo mimi shehui shi 中国秘
密社会史 (History of Chinese Secret Societies), (Shijiazhuang: Hebei renmin chubanshe石家庄：河北
人民出版社,1990).
2 Scholars who hold this point of view are mostly Chinese historians: see for example Cai Shaoqing 蔡
少卿, Zhongguo jindai huidangshi yanjiu 中国近代会党史研究 (Study of the Secret Societies in 
Modern China), (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju 北京：中华书局，1987), pp.309-312. Cai Shaoqing argues 
that there are four aspects of contribution made by the Chinese secret societies to the 1911 Revolution, 
and first of all, “they organized the masses, launched revolts and paved the road of the quick success of 
the revolution”. Also for example, see Chen Baoliang陈宝良, Zhongguo de she yu hui中国的社与会 
(Chinese Society and Association), (Hangzhou: Zhejiang renmin chubanshe 杭州：浙江人民出版社，
1996), p.137. Chen Baoliang noted that the secret societies are different from the general association 
because their activities have some political-color. And also because of that, they were the “indispensable 
ally of the revolutionaries”.   
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 Part one: Literature Review 
 
Since the 1850s, there has been much research carried out on the Chinese secret 
societies, and their interpretations mainly focus on the themes introduced below. 
 
The Formation of the Chinese Secret Societies’ Organization 
During the early stage of studies, the origin of the Chinese secret societies’ 
organization stood in the center of all interpretation efforts. From the early twentieth 
century till the 1980s, heated discussions were made on issues such as when the secret 
societies first took shape in the Chinese history, the founders of particular societies, 
and the way those organizations proliferated among the area of southeast China. The 
starting point for the answers to these questions was often to reconstruct the history of 
the Chinese secret societies from their basic practices, such as the initiation ceremonies, 
the membership certifications, the banners, the slogan and the oaths. Furthermore, 
internal documents such as manuscripts, the copybook, and the huibu (registers) 
became the most important first-hand evidence materials and provided later 
generations with reliable information of the structure and practices of the Chinese 
secret societies. Among them, Xiao Yishan and Li Zifeng who recorded detailed 
rituals and rules of the secret societies during the 1930s and 1940s are good 
examples. 3  Besides these primary materials that were gathered by the Chinese 
                                                 
3 See Xiao Yishan 萧一山, ed., Jindai mimi shehui shiliao 近代秘密社会史料 (Historical Materials on 
Modern Secret Societies), (Changsha: Yuelu shushe 长沙:岳麓书社, 1986) and Li Zifeng 李子峰, Hai 
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scholars, Western scholarship on the Chinese secret societies during the 1850-1950s 
were mainly done by the missionaries or colonial officials, and also laid a good 
foundation for the study of the Chinese secret societies through their observations, 
which produced rich original documents.4 It was generally believed by them that a 
certain connection between the Chinese secret societies and the Freemason could be 
found. As a result, similarities of these two groups were especially highlighted, such 
as the common idea of a mystical ancestor.5
 
The tracing of the roots slowly narrowed down to one particular Chinese secret society, 
the Heaven and Earth Society (天地会tiandihui), due to the opening of the new 
archives in the late 1970s and 1980s, as well as sufficient primary sources that were 
discovered. Major questions such as who first organized the Heaven and Earth Society 
and where the organization derived its members from were raised. Dian Murray, after 
reexamining seven existing versions of the founding myth of the Heaven and Earth 
Society, pointed out that the Xi Lu Legend,6 which previous scholarship had heavily 
relied on, did not provide a good source for the understanding of the Heaven and 
                                                                                                                                            
di海底 (The Bottom of the Sea), (Shanghai: Zhonghua shuju 上海：中华书局, 1947).
4 See for example, Gustave Schlegel, Thian ti hwui: the Hung-league or Heaven-earth League: a Secret 
Society with the Chinese in China and India (Originally published: Batavia : Lange & Co., 1866 and 
Singapore : Reprinted by A.G. Banfield, Government Printer, [1961]); Willam Stanton, The Triad 
Society : or, Heaven and earth Association (Hong Kong: Printed by Kelly & Walsh, 1900) and Ward, 
J.S.M.Ward and W.G.. Stirling, The Hung Society, or the Society of Heaven and Earth (New York: AMS 
Press, 1973). 
5 About those who were interested in connection between the Tiandihui and the Freemason, such as 
William Milne, T.J. Newbold, F.W.Wilson, A.Wylie, Dian Murray in her book had introduced some of 
their works and their contributions; see Dian H. Murray et al., The Origins of the Tiandihui (Stanford, 
California: Stanford University Press, 1994), p. 90.
6 One version that was prevailing before the Ti Xi version, saying that the Tiandihui was created by 
Zheng Chenggong and other Ming Loyalists during the seventeenth century, regarding “overthrow the 
Qing and restore the Ming” as its raison d’etre. See Dian Murray et al., The Origins of the Tiandihui, p.3 
and 211-220.
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Earth Society’s history. By using the archives in Beijing and Taiwan, Dian Murray 
reconstructed its historical founding story, including the date and venue, the society’s 
development in Southeast China and its historiographical narratives. She believed that 
the Heaven and Earth Society emerged around 1761 or 1762, and was created by the 
monk Wan Ti Xi in Zhangzhou Prefecture, Fujian Province.7 This view was also 
shared by Chinese scholar Cai Shaoqing and Taiwanese historian Dai Xuanzhi, whose 
research in the 1960s further strengthened this point by more archival evidences. Based 
on his finding of one member in the Heaven and Earth Society, Yan Yan’s confession, 
Cai Shaoqin substantiated the conclusion that it was created by Ti Xi in Fujian province 
around 1761.8
 
The study of the Heaven and Earth Society in particular then opened up more general 
discussions of the Chinese secret societies’ organization. First of all, there were 
sporadic accounts on the components of the Chinese secret societies. In other words, 
questions regarding what kinds of people were actually attracted to these 
organizations and how the membership radiated outward became the first concern of 
both Chinese and Western language scholarship.  
 
To transfer the emphasis of historical study from “great events” and “elites” to ordinary 
                                                 
7 Dian Murray et al., The origins of the Tiandihui, pp.1-3, and 177.
8 See Cai Shaoqing蔡少卿,“Guanyu tiandihui de qiyuan wenti” “关于天地会的起源问题” (“Issues on 
the Tiandihui’s Origins”), Beijing daxue xuebao 北京大学学报 (Journal of Peking University ), 
1964,Vol.1, pp.53-64. Also see Dai Xuanzhi 戴玄之, “Luelun qingbang yu hongmen de qiyuan” “略论
青帮与洪门的起源” (“On the Origin of the Green Gang and the Hong League”) in Dai Xuanzhi戴玄
之, Zhongguo mimi zongjiao yu mimi huishe 中国秘密宗教与秘密会社 （Chinese Secret Sects and 
Secret Societies）, (Taiwan: Shangwu yinshuguan 台湾：商务印书馆，1990), pp. 812-820. 
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people’s life, historians who wrote in the 1970s also made great effort to produce 
knowledge on the Chinese secret societies. One outstanding case was Jean Chesneaux, 
who edited a landmark book Popular Movements and Secret Societies in China, 
1840-1950 together with the other participants in the Leeds conference. Jean 
Chesneaux tried to study the Chinese secret societies’ membership by collating a 
detailed list. He argued that basically two kinds of people joined the secret societies: 
the needy peasants and desperate men from the towns and villages, including “porters, 
coolies, vagabonds, peddlers, itinerant artisans, boatmen, smugglers, patent medicine 
salesmen, geomancers, bone-setters, itinerant herb doctors, wandering monks and even 
discharged soldiers.”9 In the same book when dealing with the Guangdong secret 
societies, Frederic Wakeman also mentioned that membership was composed of three 
types of people who held marginal professions: those who engaged in foreign trade, 
the yamen clerks and runners, and finally the professional criminals.10  
 
Historians in the 1990s gave a clearer definition of the secret society members and 
also produced a deeper understanding of society formation. David Ownby, in his paper 
of Qing “hui” (brotherhood association) argues that the members of the Chinese secret 
societies were not confined to only desperate rebels, bandits and dispossessed drifters 
but also covered other marginalized local young people searching for protection. By 
claiming they were “marginalized”, he emphasized that they were still living within a 
                                                 
9 Jean Chesneaux ed., Popular Movements and Secret Societies in China, 1840-1950 (Stanford, 
California: Stanford University Press, 1972), p.8. 
10 Frederic Wakeman, “The Secret Societies of Kwangtung, 1800-1856”, in Popular Movements and 
Secret Societies in China, 1840-1950, pp.30-31.
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settled society and yet unable to get protection from other social communities such as 
lineages.11As being marginalized became the most vivid depiction of the Chinese 
secret society members’ living status, it is possible to explain what elements exactly 
drove those marginalized young people to gather together as a secret society. 
Scholarship on the Chinese secret societies has shown that mutual-aid is a strong 
initial motivation for forming a secret society. The need for mutual-aid, meaning to 
receive and offer both financial and spiritual support to each other, was simply a 
response to the many demographic changes that took place during the early and 
mid-Qing periods. Ownby noticed that the xiedou (armed feud) tradition among 
Fujian and Guangdong provinces played a significant part in the formation of the 
Chinese secret societies in the Southeast region. He noted that local people, both under 
same or different surnames used a fictive brotherhood to defend themselves in the 
armed conflicts between lineages. Thus the secret societies became a useful measure 
for weak families to confront the powerful ones.12
  
In the meanwhile, Taiwanese scholar Zhuang Jifa added that population growth was 
another reason behind the Chinese secret societies’ emergence and fast spread during 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. He pointed out that the level of land 
                                                 
11 David Ownby, “Chinese Hui and the Early Modern Social Order: Evidence from Eighteenth-century 
Southeast China” in David Ownby and Mary S.Heidues eds., “Secret Societies” Reconsidered: 
Perspectives on the Social History of Modern South China and Southeast Asia (Armonk, 
N.Y.:M.E.Sharpe, 1993), p.56. 
12 For detailed definition, Qing views of Xiedou and its relation to the violence of the Chinese 
brotherhood societies, see David Ownby, Brotherhoods and Secret Societies in Early and Mid-Qing 
China: The Formation of a Tradition (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1996), pp.159-178. Zhuang 
Jifa庄吉发, Qingdai mimi huidang shi yanjiu 清代秘密会党史研究 (Studies of the Chinese Secret 
Societies during the Qing Dynasty), (Taibei: Wenshizhe chubanshe 台北：文史哲出版社, 1993).
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exploitation and pressure of overpopulation caused increasing migration stimulus 
between Fujian and Guangdong provinces or even outside these regions. Zhuang Jifa 
concluded that secret societies thus became a prevalent means for “strangers” who left 
their hometown and suddenly found themselves to become outsiders in a new and 
unfamiliar social surrounding.13
 
The Nature of the Chinese Secret Societies 
The second major theme of the Chinese secret society study that has attracted much 
attention is how to locate them in a historical context. Before being connected to the 
revolutionary movement, the Chinese secret societies in the study of Chinese history 
received scant attention. Given that much historical materials about the Chinese secret 
societies are found in the narratives of the 1911 Revolution, their role in political 
movements started to receive the bulk of scholarly attention.  
 
Early scholarly debates on the Chinese secret societies, such as Fei-ling Davis in the 
1960s, were mainly interested in finding out whether they were “primitive rebels” or 
“primitive revolutionaries”.14 Authors of the book Popular Movements and Secret 
Societies in China, 1840-1950 defined the Chinese secret societies as “associations 
whose policies are characterized by a particular kind of religious, political, and social 
dissent from the established order.”15 Therefore, they addressed “peasant agitation, 
                                                 
13 Zhuang Jifa 庄吉发, Qingdai mimi huidangshi yanjiu, p. 95.
14 Fei-ling Davis, Primitive Revolutionaries of China: A Study of Secret Societies in the Late Nineteenth 
Century (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1977), p.177.
15 Jean Chesneaux ed., Popular Movements and Secret Societies in China, 1840-1950, p.3. 
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anti-Manchu pro-nationalism, and utopian egalitarianism” as the primary 
characteristics of the Chinese secret societies. By arguing that the Chinese secret 
societies “represented a kind of ethnocentric proto-nationalism dating back to the 
Yuan”,16 Jean Chesneaux and his colleagues portrayed the Chinese secret societies as 
one of the most important forces which challenged and opposed the central authority in 
China, especially after 1840s. However, the dominating theme of such research is still 
mainly about the Chinese secret societies’ involvement in political events such as 
peasant rebellions, or republican revolution.17 Not surprisingly, the Chinese secret 
societies were depicted mostly as one of the most significant historical agents for 
political transformation.18
 
A similar trend of this romantic view was also widely generated in Chinese scholars’ 
writings throughout the twentieth century. For the mission of uniting as much sources 
as they could to legitimize the then coming revolution, the earliest Chinese 
historiography on secret societies that was represented by Tao Chengzhang, Xiao 
Yishan, and Luo Ergang traced any possible evidence to prove that the Chinese secret 
societies could be allied as a force to hit the Qing authority vitally. But they obviously 
missed the fact that most members were ignorant about the knowledge of its founding 
roots. However, “overthrow the Qing, and restore the Ming” (fanqing fuming) as the 
                                                 
16 Jean Chesneaux ed., Popular Movements and Secret Societies in China, 1840-1950, pp.5-6.  
17 Most of the papers in this book focused mainly on this subject, see Boris Novikov, “The Anti-Manchu 
Propaganda of the Triads, ca.1800-1860”, pp.49-64; Lilia Borokh, “Notes on the Early Role of Secret 
Societies in Sun Yat-sen’s Republican Movement”, pp.135-144; John Lust, “Secret Societies, Popular 
Movements, and the 1911 Revolution”, pp.165-200. In Jean Chesneaux ed., Popular Movements and 
Secret Societies in China, 1840-1950.
18 Jean Chesneaux ed., Popular Movements and Secret Societies in China, 1840-1950, p.2.
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only rallying cry of the Chinese secret societies’ ideology was purposely emphasized at 
that time and the secret societies in their narratives were imagined as patriots or China’s 
earliest nationalists who played a main part in the 1911 Revolution.19
 
Scholarship on the Chinese secret societies in mainland China after 1949 challenged 
the hypothesis created by Sun Yat-sen and his supporting historians, but associated the 
Chinese secret societies with another prevalent subject: class struggles. The Chinese 
secret societies were either described as anti-feudal and anti-imperialist associations or 
placed in the context of the battle of Man-Han national conflict.20 However, the keynote 
of those statements on the Chinese secret societies’ role was based on the assumption 
that the secret societies had close connection with the Chinese peasants, or that the 
secret societies were the representative of the peasant class. Hence, they cling to the 
view that the Chinese secret societies were a force that could challenge the “traditional 
ruling order”, and have the advantage to mobilize the masses to launch revolutionary 
movements.21 The role of the Chinese secret societies was thus clearly connected with 
                                                 
19 See Xiao Yishan 萧一山 ed., Jindai mimi shehui shiliao 近代秘密社会史料 (Historical Materials 
on Modern Secret Societies), (Changsha: yulu shushe 长沙: 岳麓书社, 1986); Tao Chengzhang陶成章, 
“Jiaohui yuanliu ka” “教会源流考” (“Examination of the Origin and Development of Secret Religious 
Societies”) in Chai Degeng 柴德赓ed., Xinhai geming辛亥革命（Collection of the Materials on the 
1911 Revolution）, (Beijing: Renmin chubanshe 北京：人民出版社，1957), Vol.3, pp.99-111; Hirayama 
Shū平山周, Zhongguo mimi shehuishi中国秘密社会史. For more detailed analysis and criticism about 
the problems of these interpretations, see Dian H. Murray et al., The origin of the Tiandihui, pp.125-130.
20 This focus was partly influenced by Mao Zedong, “On Contradiction” (August 1937) arguing that 
“Apart from all these, there is the fairly large lumpen-proletariat, made up of peasants who have lost their 
land and handicraftsmen who cannot get work. They lead the most precarious existence of all. In every 
part of the country they have their secret societies, which were originally their mutual-aid organizations 
for political and economic struggle, for instance, the Triad Society in Fukien and Kwangtung, the Society 
of Brothers in Hunan, Hupeh, Kweichow and Szechuan, the Big Sword Society in Anhwei, Honan and 
Shantung, the Rational Life Society in Chihli and the three northeastern provinces, and the Green Band in 
Shanghai and elsewhere. One of China's difficult problems is how to handle these people. Brave fighters 
but apt to be destructive, they can become a revolutionary force if given proper guidance.”
21 Cai Shaoqing 蔡少卿, Zhongguo mimi shehui 中国秘密社会 (Chinese Secret Societies), (Taibei: 
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the political and economic struggles of the Chinese peasants from the lower strata of 
Chinese society. 
 
Since the1980s, arguments about whether Chinese secret societies were considered 
rebellions or revolutionaries have gradually came to a halt. David Faure convincingly 
argued that the organization of the Heaven and Earth Society did not have the 
instrument to promote any peasant rebellion, nor was it a conspiratorial institution.22 
Instead of overemphasizing the political career of the Chinese secret societies, their 
social and economic functions were raised as a new research interest. Dian Murray and 
Qin Baoqi pointed out that the Ming restorationism was only one part of the Heaven 
and Earth Society’s ideology. It served as a catchword and was promoted by the 
leaders for firming the inner cohesion among the members. More importantly, the 
formation of the Heaven and Earth Society’s ideology was inspired from a broader 
cultural and social background, such as Chinese popular culture, the literature, theater 
and religions. Rather than the anti-Manchu emotion, both Buddhism and Daoism 
derivatives actually made up important parts of the Heaven and Earth Society’s 
configuration.23 
 
By studying the Heaven and Earth Society in both Fujian and Jiangxi provinces, 
                                                                                                                                            
Nantian shuju chubanshe 台北：南天书局出版社, 1996), pp.15-18. 
22 David Faure, “Peasant Rebellions in Nineteenth Century China”, Journal of the Chinese University 
of Hong Kong 5,1 (1979), pp.189-206. 
23 First of all, the very first creators of the Tiandihui were monks who were obviously Buddists, and the 
other core leader Chen Jinnan was a Daoist. She further noted that the ritual of burning the written 
documents was also a part of Daoist traditional ceremony. See Dian Murray et al., The Origions of the 
Tiandihui: the Chinese Triads in Legend and History, pp.174-175. 
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David Ownby further pointed out that the Heaven and Earth Society should be sorted 
as part of Chinese popular religion.24 Together with other contributors of the book 
“Secret Societies” Reconsidered, he suggested that the Chinese secret societies should 
be viewed within a social-economic circumstance and be regarded as a non-elite 
organization. Such social organizations, as Ownby argues, by providing the members 
“a form of social organization and a language of social identity”, helped the 
marginalized people achieve both social and economic cooperation.25 In this case, the 
Chinese secret societies’ major activities should be better understood within a local 
society rather than any outside political movements since they covered a wider range 
of activities including mutual-aid, collective criminals, and rebels. Therefore, its 
importance in the evolution of Chinese society is more about the interplay with the 
local culture and local community. 
 
Meanwhile, some mainland Chinese scholars started to notice the negative role that 
was played by the Chinese secret societies during the 1911 Revolution. Holding the 
opinion that most of the secret society organizations were unstable and their members 
were only driven by money benefits, they began to analyze the Chinese secret societies’ 
historical role at two levels. 26  On one level, the Chinese secret societies were 
portrayed as the most active and aggressive fighting power during the revolutionary 
                                                 
24 David Ownby, “The Heaven and Earth Society as Popular Religion”, The Journal of Asian Studies 54, 
4 (November, 1995), pp.1023-1046.  
25 David Ownby and Mary S.Heidues, eds., “Secret Societies” Reconsidered: Perspectives on the Social 
History of Modern South China and Southeast Asia, pp.15-16. 
26 See Ding Xiaozhi 丁孝智 and Zhang Genfu 张根福, “Dui xinhai geming shiqi huidang erchong 
zuoyong de lishi kaocha” “对辛亥革命时期会党二重作用的历史考察” (“The Historical Examination 
of the Dual Function of the Chinese Secret Societies during the 1911 Revolution”, Xibei daxue xuebao 
西北大学学报 Journal of Xibei University, Vol.3 (1994), pp.13-19.   
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uprising; on another level, their inherent limitations, in the same time, became an 
obstacle of a revolutionary goal. 27 Some even tended to ascribe the failure of the 1911 
Revolution to the secret societies’ natures, but few of them saw the problem from Sun 
Yat-sen and the revolutionary’s side.28
 
Lately, discussions in Chinese language on the Chinese secret societies’ role in a 
social-political transformation, especially in Guangdong region are similar to both 
Jean Chesneaux and Cai Shaoqing’s views which assert the anti-Qing tendency as 
being the most significant aspect and how their dissent played an influential part in 
dynastic decline. Chinese scholar Chen Jian’an and Lei Dongwen, who are working on 
Guangdong huidang (brotherhood societies) and Guangdong society, evaluated the 
Guangdong secret societies as a strong impetus of the evolution of Guangdong society. 
However, the arguments of the Guangdong secret societies’ role have not gone beyond 
the conventional views.29
 
                                                 
27 Also see Cai Shaoqing 蔡少卿, Zhongguo jindai huidangshi yanjiu; Zhou Jianchao 周建超, “Lun 
xinhai geming shiqi zichan jieji gemingpai yu mimi huidang de jiehe” “论辛亥革命时期资产阶级革命
派与秘密会党的结合” (“On the Alliance between the Bourgeoisie Revolutionaries and the Secret 
Societies during the 1911 Revolution”),Shehui kexue yanjiu 社会科学研究 (Study of Social Sciences), 
Vol.2 (2001) , pp.113-119.
28 Xiao Yunling 萧云岭, “Lun huidang yu xinhai geming de shibai” “论会党与辛亥革命的失败” 
(“On the Secret Societies and the Failure of the 1911 Revolution”), Jiangxi shifan daxue xuebao 江西师
范大学学报 (The Journal of Jiangxi Normal University) 35,1 (February, 2002), pp.27-31.
29 Chen Jian’an 陈剑安, “Guangdong huidang yu xinhai geming: minguo shiqi Sun Zhongshan yu 
huidang guanxi yanjiu” “广东会党与辛亥革命：民国时期孙中山与会党关系研究” (“Guangdong 
Secret Societies and the 1911 Revolution: Studies on the Relationship between Sun Yat-sen and Secret 
Societies during the Republican China”), Lishi yanjiu 历史研究 (Historical Studies), Vol.3 (1990), 
pp.169-181. Also see Lei Dongwen 雷冬文, Jindai Guangdong huidang: guanyu qi zai jindai 
Guangdong shehui bianqian zhong de zuoyong 近代广东会党：关于其在近代广东社会变迁中的作
用 (Guangdong Brotherhood Societies in Modern China: Their Influence on the Social Transformation 
of Guangdong Society), (Guangdong: Jinan daxue chubanshe 广东：暨南大学出版社，2004).  
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New Directions and Perspectives 
After the 1990s, research in both Chinese and non-Chinese language on the Chinese 
secret societies is aimed at some fresh directions, and covers a wider range of social, 
political and cultural activities. Authors from the book “Secret Societies” 
Reconsidered: Perspectives on the Social History of Modern South China and 
Southeast Asia, such as Mary Somers Heidhues, Carl A.Trocki, and Sharon 
A.Carstens, discussed the development of the Chinese secret societies within both 
China and Southeast Asia, and their interaction with overseas Chinese communities 
from the late eighteenth century until nineteenth century.30 By placing the Chinese 
secret societies in a larger geographical picture, they have made it possible for a better 
understanding of the Chinese secret societies’ evolution in different political and 
social-economic conditions. Robert Antony viewed the Chinese secret societies from 
a different perspective. His research provided a complete picture of the reaction to the 
Chinese secret societies from the state and its expression in law and policy makings.31  
 
Taking on a different approach from the mutual-aid school which highlighted the 
Chinese secret societies’ function of facilitating mutual cooperation, Dutch scholar 
Barend ter Haar emphasizes that the mythology of the Chinese secret societies rooted 
in the messianic belief, which can be traced back to the Six Dynasties and indicated a 
                                                 
30 See Mary Somers Heidhues, “Chinese Organization in West Borneo and Bangka: Kongsi and Hui”, 
pp.68-88; Carl A. Trocki, “The Rise and Fall of the Ngee Heng Kongsi in Singapore”, pp.89-119; 
Sharon A. Carstens, “Chinese Culture and Polity in Nineteenth-Century Malaya”, pp.120-152. In David 
Ownby and Mary S.Heidues, eds. “Secret Societies” Reconsidered: Perspectives on the Social History of 
Modern South China and Southeast Asia (Armonk, N.Y.:M.E.Sharpe,1993). 
31 Robert Antony, “Brotherhoods, Secret Societies, and the Law in Qing-Dynasty”, in “Secret 
Societies” Reconsidered: Perspectives on the Social History of Modern South China and Southeast Asia, 
eds. David Ownby and Mary S.Heidues. (Armonk, N.Y.:M.E.Sharpe,1993), pp.190-211. 
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savior would save the mankind from some demonic invasions and thus lead to a 
dynastic change. He addressed his point based on a detailed analysis of the rituals and 
a close reading of the Heaven and Earth Society texts, and concluded that “the 
anti-Qing posture of the Triads…reflects the traditional role of barbarians as an 
apocalyptic threat”.32 He further developed his ideas into his book by tracing the 
mythology of the Triads33 in Southern Fujian and Eastern Guangdong as an example, 
providing a sophisticated interpretation about how these symbolic traditions helped the 
members of the secret societies to create a unique identity that they belong to a “Hong 
Family”.34
 
However, rather than to interpret the Chinese secret societies from a Ming-loyalism or 
a revolutionary perspective, both ter Haar and David Ownby, as mentioned before, 
interpret the secret society phenomenon from a cultural dimension. Their researches 
again are based on the conviction of the connection between the Chinese secret 
societies and popular cultures. Also, their research suggests that the proliferation of 
the Chinese secret societies could be seen as a tradition, rather than an organization.  
 
Problems 
                                                 
32 Barend J. ter Haar, “Messianism and the Heaven and Earth Society: Approaches to Heaven and Earth 
Society Texts”, in “Secret Societies” Reconsidered: Perspectives on the Social History of Modern South 
China and Southeast Asia, eds. David Ownby and Mary S.Heidues. (Armonk, N.Y.:M.E.Sharpe,1993), 
p.171. 
33 Also known as Sandianhui, Sanhehui, Hong Family, Hong League, meaning the Tiandihui and all its 
offshoots. The term “Hong League” was first used by Chinese scholar Tao Chengzhang, who attempted 
to make the Tiandihui a heritage of Ming loyalist that had a strong will of anti-Manchu.
34 Barend J. Ter Haar, Ritual and Mythology of the Chinese Triads: Creating an Identity (Leiden, Boston: 
Brill, 1998), pp.206-207. 
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Although the existing research of the Chinese secret societies, including both Western 
and Chinese scholarship, has expanded into different disciplines and covered many 
aspects of the Chinese secret societies’ activities, there are still questions about the 
understanding of them yet to be answered. 
 
First of all, the usage of the term “secret societies” seems quite problematic especially 
in Chinese language writings. The term “huidang” first appeared in republican 
historians’ works dealing with the Chinese secret societies during the republican 
period.35 However, few of the secret societies referred themselves as “dang” (meaning 
party). Hence, calling them “huidang” would blur the boundaries between the 
brotherhood societies and other political associations that were organized around the 
same time period.36 Other phrases were also applied by Chinese scholars, such as 
“huidaomen”, or “banghui”.37 Both of these names are overly political in nature and 
also imply a degree of illegality which is sometimes not true. Just as Zhuang Jifa has 
pointed out that, “bang” and “hui” had different meanings. While “bang” more 
precisely describes organizations such as guilds, it would be misleading to mix it with 
“hui”, which referred to the Chinese brotherhood societies.38 What does the term 
                                                 
35 See Cai Shaoqing, Zhongguo jindai huidangshi yanjiu; Lei Dongwen, Jindai Guangdong huidang: 
guanyu qi zai jindai Guangdong shehui bianqian zhong de zuoyong.
36 Hirayama Shū, in his book zhongguo mimi shehuishi, juxtaposed the Xinzhonghui, the Guangfuhui, 
and the Tongmenhui with the Tiandihui, treating them as the same category, which mixed up the 
connotation of the Chinese secret societies.
37 Zhou Yumin 周育民 and ShaoYong 邵雍, Zhongguo banghui shi 中国帮会史(History of Chinese 
Brotherhood Societies), (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin chubanshe 上海：上海人民出版社, 1993); Shao 
Yong 邵雍, Zhongguo huidaomen 中国会道门 (Chinese Sectarians ), (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin 
chubanshe 上海：上海人民出版社,1997).
38 Zhuang Jifa 庄吉发, “qingdai minyue diqu de renkou liudong yu mimi huidang de fazhan” “清代闽
粤地区的人口流动与秘密会党的发展” (“The Migration of Fujian and Guangdong Provinces and the 
Development of the Secret Societies in Qing Dynasty”), in Zhuang Jifa, Qingshi lunji 清史论集 (The 
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“secret societies” exactly mean? Until now, no consensus on this point has been 
reached among Chinese and Western scholarship and therefore, it causes difficulties in 
understanding precisely what kind of groups they are researching on, and provokes 
confusion in scholarly debates. 
 
Furthermore, it should be noticed that although the religious reflections and the jargons 
they have been using made them seem mysterious, being “secret” for the Chinese 
brotherhood societies was not their own purpose from the outset. They were known by 
the local people in the same villages and in the mean time recognized by the local 
government during the early and mid-Qing period. As Jean Chesneaux pointed out, 
according to the official records in Guangdong during the 1850s, the membership of the 
Triads even included the government clerks such as military yamen runners. 39  
Therefore, being the idea of secrecy is not a given point, and the assumption about 
whether a certain brotherhood is really “secret” should be considered. 
 
David Ownby was probably the very first to state that the Chinese secret societies 
should be more precisely regarded as one sub-category of the general category of 
brotherhood associations, which embodied three types of popular fraternal 
organizations: the simple brotherhood, the named brotherhood, and the secret 
                                                                                                                                            
Collection of Essays on the History of Qing Dynasty), (Taibei: Wenshizhe chubanshe台北：文史哲出版
社, 1998), p.280-281. 
39 Jean Chesneaux, “Secret Societies in China’s Historical Evolution”, in Popular Movements and 
Secret Societies in China, 1840-1950, ed. Jean Chesneaux (Stanford, California: Stanford University 
Press, 1972), pp.6-7. 
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societies.40 Hence, this thesis will use the term “brotherhood societies” instead of 
“secret societies” to adopt a more accurate conceptual category. It will be argued that 
from brotherhood societies to secret societies, these non-elite social groups actually 
experienced an evolution driven by both internal and external dynamics.  
 
Secondly, some monographs about the Chinese brotherhood societies in certain areas 
or certain time periods are lacking. Although Chinese scholar Cai Shaoqing tried to 
divide the Chinese secret societies into seven different periods with each of them 
having specific characteristics according to their activities involved in different events, 
detailed research about episodes need to be presented.41 In fact, the structure of 
Chinese brotherhood societies are so complex, that to highlight the similarities as a 
strategy often obscure the idea that there were many unique characteristics of different 
brotherhood. That is why a separated part of this research thesis focuses on a specific 
area and time is in process. 
 
The Chinese brotherhood societies are also an ever-changing phenomenon that needs 
to be seen in a specific social-political environment. The last issue that has been 
largely ignored by past scholars is the evolution of the Chinese brotherhood societies 
themselves, by which I mean how all these social or political, economic or cultural 
changes have influenced the Chinese brotherhood societies before the 1911 Revolution 
broke out. By revisiting these brotherhood societies that were existing at the lower 
                                                 
40 David Ownby, Brotherhoods and Secret Societies in Early and Mid-Qing China: the Formation of a 
Tradition, pp. 2-3. 
41 Cai Shaoqing, Zhongguo jindai huidangshi yanjiu, pp.34-44.
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level and half-related to the conventional norms, a more complicated picture of the 
Chinese rural society can be better drawn. Through the examination of the Chinese 
brotherhood societies’ evolution, it may also reveal some part of the story about what 
kind of impact social and political transformation brought to the Chinese rural society 
at the lowest level, and how the ordinary people of Chinese society responded to it. 
 
Part Two: Methodology and Framework 
 
The focus of this thesis is to examine the Chinese brotherhood societies’ evolution 
through their activities in Guangdong province during the last decade of the Qing 
Dynasty, from both internal and external perspectives. The Chinese brotherhood 
societies had been both isolated from, but at the same time, part of the whole Chinese 
society during the early and mid-Qing China. Nevertheless, at the turn of the 
twentieth century their position in rural society was profoundly marginalized. By 
explaining how the social and economic conditions, the government authorities, the 
public discourses and the revolutionary propagandas’ impacted on the Guangdong 
brotherhood societies, this research traces the course of how the image of “secret 
societies” was formed. 
 
Trying to move out of the usual imagination of the Guangdong brotherhood societies as 
political activists, this thesis will take a closer look at their interaction with local 
society because of two reasons. First, recent research on the Chinese brotherhood 
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societies as a part of local society has become a more practical paradigm. Using a 
“bottom-up” approach, interpretations of the Chinese brotherhood societies have been 
largely connected with Chinese local religions and popular cultures. Borrowing ideas 
from folk literature such as Sanguo Yanyi (Romance of the Three Kingdoms) and 
ShuiHu Zhuan (Water Margin), or assimilating concepts from traditional religion, such 
as burning of incense and believing in some supernatural power and communication 
with them, all these activities clearly suggest that the Chinese brotherhood societies 
were also an important cultural and social phenomenon. 
 
Second, the new findings based on the Qing archives and other social-economic 
studies also demonstrated that the Chinese brotherhood societies’ major activities were 
not about joining the revolution and to overthrow the Qing government, but were in fact 
more focused on issues of local society. For instance, some brotherhood societies 
played a role as useful supplement of official control,42 as it was easier for them to 
reach areas in people’s lives where the government cannot interfere. Also, they were 
involved in economic issues like fundraising for their members.43 More complicated 
functions were also noted by William Skinner that the local secret society lodges 
played a significant role in the daily life of a standard marketing community by 
                                                 
42 Philip Kuhn in his book argues that secret societies are part of Chinese heterodox subculture, and 
suggests that some layers of their organization such as tang, ku acted as an important military power 
among the local community. See Philip Kuhn, Rebellion and its Enemies in late Imperial China
（Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1980）, p.171.
43 Mentioned in David Ownby’s study on “Fumuhui”, which was a totally harmless society raise money 
for the members who had difficulties to hold the wedding or funeral ceremony. See David Ownby, 
Brotherhoods and Secret Societies in Early and mid-Qing China: the Formation of a Tradition, p.2. 
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controlling both social and economic activities of it. 44  Certainly the Guangdong 
brotherhood societies would provide more information about their activities beyond 
merely rebellion or revolutionary enterprise. 
 
This thesis chose the period between year 1900 and 1910 and the Guangdong region as 
a case study to examine the Chinese brotherhood societies and their characteristics. 
This choice is made mainly based on the understanding that the Chinese brotherhood 
societies actually can not be simply deduced to a single phenomenon, and their 
identification varies according to spatial and temporal changes. As Thomas DuBois 
pointed out in his book that the “local religion is precisely that--local”, it is also 
believed here that the local brotherhood societies had their unique characteristics in 
specific locations and timeframes.45 As a place which had a long history of rebellions, 
banditry, feuding tradition and also experienced most of the social-political changes in 
China – such as the earliest contact with the Western countries, the economic growth, 
and the population mobility – the Guangdong region is a useful and relevant case that 
helps to explore the undiscovered territory of the Chinese brotherhood society study. 
 
For that purpose, this study will examine the Chinese brotherhood societies from a 
more social and cultural angle. Issues such as interaction between the Guangdong 
brotherhood societies and revolutionary movements, the brotherhood societies and 
                                                 
44 G. William Skinner, “Marketing and Social Structure in Rural China: Part I”, Journal of Asian Studies 
24,1 (November, 1964), p.37. 
45 Thomas DuBois, The Sacred Village: Social Change and Religious Life in Rural North China 
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2005), p.4.  
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local settings will be reevaluated in the following chapters, which argue that the 
Guangdong brotherhood societies’ interaction with local society was much intensive 
than their alliance with the revolutionaries. Furthermore, this thesis will explore that to 
what extent, these interactions shaped the evolution of the Guangdong brotherhood 
societies and how these changes related to some essential elements of their tradition 
such as the organizational structures, practices and ideologies.  
 
Why did the Guangdong brotherhood societies join the 1911 Revolution? Should their 
participation be considered a watershed of the Guangdong brotherhood societies’ 
development? The role that the Chinese brotherhood societies played in the revolution, 
in both positive and negative aspects, has been discussed by scores of volumes. 
Nevertheless, those discussions did not directly answer the questions over what 
fundamental elements encouraged the Guangdong brotherhood societies to join in 
political movements, and how these factors in turn related to the evolution of a 
brotherhood tradition such as mutual-aid. The Guangdong brotherhood societies 
during the late imperial time never seemed to show a keen interest in any social or 
political innovation and the need of self-protection did not necessarily link to 
involvement in political agenda. Therefore, the engagement would be argued in this 
study as being basically temporary and also an isolated case which happened within a 
small group of leaders. 
 
It further points to the second issue which treats the Guangdong brotherhood societies 
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not as the initiators of revolutionary or dynastic change, but as a group that was 
actually pushed by the successive political and social changes. Their marginalized 
social status forced them to apply more violent strategies of obtaining resources. 
Subsequently it intensified conflicts between the brotherhood societies and local 
governors, which in turn brought tougher implementation of laws. As a result, the 
Guangdong brotherhood societies, which used to be insiders who were fairly familiar 
with the local residents, turned into outsiders who were chased by both central 
government and local society. 
 
This thesis suggests another perspective, which is to observe the Guangdong 
brotherhood societies through their internal organization. This is important because 
there were two different groups pursuing two totally different goals and this led to a 
split within their own organization. The majority of the members were concerned 
merely with the basic need of living and survival. Joining a brotherhood society, even 
nominally in some cases, was a direct response to demographic changes taking place in 
Chinese society: economic growth, social mobility, violence, and government 
malfeasance.46 Leaders of the Chinese brotherhood societies became influenced by 
some of the local elites or semi-elites among the rural communities, and these leaders 
who played an important part in the brotherhood societies’ formation may have been 
more interested in gaining political reputation and benefits during the 
                                                 
46 As Dian Murray in her book addressed, “Most society members were unaware of the history of their 
organizations, the manner in which these related to the Tiandihui in China, and their alleged anti-Manchu 
tradition. Few knew any of the society’s myths, legends, and poems.” See Dian Murray et al., The 
Origins of the Tiandihui, p.118. 
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pre-revolutionary time. Compared to the leaders, the ordinary members’ involvement 
in political movements may give the impression that the brotherhood societies as a 
whole were united in a shared revolutionary ideology. Yet participation in the 
revolution actually originated from the personal passion of the brotherhood societies’ 
leaders. 
 
The primary sources used in this study consist of three main parts. First of all would be 
the rich Qing archival collections in Beijing, which include both the important data 
about the Guangdong brotherhood societies’ activities during that period and the 
government’s records about how to deal with them.47 The instructions determined by 
the central authority help to understand how the government’s attitude affected the 
Chinese brotherhood societies’ situation in Chinese society. Also, memorials written by 
the local officials who were closest to the brotherhood societies tell about how the 
instructions were implemented in practical cases, and how the local government tried to 
balance the tensions between the so-called legitimate society and the heterodox groups. 
 
Of course the official documents always record events from a government’s standpoint 
which may make one question its accuracy, and to fix this, two unofficial materials will 
be cited in this thesis. First, contemporary newspapers were used in this research, 
                                                 
47 Official sources that are used in this research include: Qing shilu 清实录(Veritable Records of the 
Qing ), Junjichu lufu zhouzhe 军机处录副奏折(Grand Council File Copies of Memorials: Peasant 
Movements, Anti-Qing Struggles) Documents held in the First Historical Archives of China, Beijing; 
Archival materials on popular uprisings before the 1911 Revolution (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1985). [A 
joint publication of the First Historical Archives and Beijing Normal University. The work is organized 
by province from Guangxu period.]; Zhongguo diyi lishi dang’anguan 中国第一历史档案馆 (First 
Historical Archives of China) ed., Guangxuchao zhupizouzhe 光绪朝朱批奏折 (Secret Memorials with 
Vermilion Endorsements of the Guangxu Period).
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mainly one daily newspaper Shen Bao (The Shanghai Daily) which was published in 
Shanghai but covered the whole decade of this research’s timeframe. It will be 
examined how the educated elites at that time evaluated the brotherhood societies and 
also how that influenced ordinary people’s imagination about the brotherhood societies. 
Second, some of the Guangdong local gazetteers including documents from both 
prefectures and counties, make a necessary complement to this study. Examining the 
general situation of local counties such as Guangzhou County also allows this research 
to project the geographical and historical background of local brotherhood societies 
back to an earlier time.48
 
Together with the Qing official documents, the newspapers and the local documents 
provide a more complete and less biased background of the social-political 
surroundings. First of all, although standardization, the archival documents give 
valuable information about the interrelation between the Guangdong brotherhood 
societies and Qing government in incomparable detail. For instance, how many troops 
were sent to the repression on local brotherhood societies reflected how large the scale 
of certain brotherhood societies was. Or the different level of execution of Qing law and 
code proved that the main pressure on the Guangdong brotherhood societies actually 
came from the nearest frontier, the local authority, and not the central government. This 
probably caused the immediate response, which were badly-planned rebellions. 
                                                 
48 Local gazetteers that are used for reference in this research include, Guangzhou fuzhi广州府志
(Guangzhou Prefecture Gazetteer), Huizhou fuzhi惠州府志(Huizhou Prefecture Gazetteer),潮州府志
(ChaozhouPrefecture Gazetteer), and Guangdong wenshi ziliao 广东文史资料 (The Historical 
Materials of Guangdong). 
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Secondly, with comparisons to the unofficial point of view, the different interpretations 
of same event enrich knowledge. Even though some confessions were recorded as the 
own explanations of brotherhood societies members, these documents might have been 
distorted by their inquisitor and under the treat of punishments. Therefore, the 




Chapter two presents an overview of the Guangdong brotherhood societies during the 
early and mid-nineteenth century, by examining their organizational structure, practices, 
ideology and major activities. Members of the brotherhood societies, who used to be 
local residents with little earning and later were embraced in a larger social 
group--“wandering people (youmin)”, came from various backgrounds. Although 
connected by spiritual ties that were rooted deeply in traditional cultures of Chinese 
society, the Guangdong brotherhood societies remained relatively heterogeneous and 
amorphous. On one side, memberships were under loose management since the actual 
function of the rules and moral principles were rarely practiced. On the other side, 
individual brotherhood society was conducted under independent leadership and the 
leaders of those societies gradually benefited the most by obtaining financial profits 
and personal prestige. As such, the Guangdong brotherhood societies were disunited as 
each sought to forward their own interests, which made it impossible for them to form 
a larger network. 
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Chapter three addresses the continuity and change of the Guangdong brotherhood 
societies during the first decade of the twentieth century, from an internal perspective. 
Due to the inclusion of new members that came from an educated social group, the 
scholar-gentry and the radical intellectual, the Guangdong brotherhood societies slowly 
evolved into a mechanism for recruitment. This mechanism was thus utilized by Sun 
Yat-sen and other political associations as a useful instrument to gather both manpower 
and financial support. The Guangdong brotherhood societies’ participation in pre-1911 
Revolution period did not turn them into a united group, leading them, instead into 
internal fragmentation eventually. Leaders and ordinary members had different 
perceptions of the social and political transformations. Furthermore, different 
brotherhoods took different directions. However, the continuity of their tradition could 
still be seen clearly in this period of time. Those who remained apolitical relied greatly 
on the predatory strategies and became increasingly violent among the local society.  
 
The final chapter further interprets the social and political environments of the 
Guangdong brotherhood societies’ evolution. The evolution, from the brotherhood 
societies that were organized under the goal of mutual-aid to the secret societies that 
was considered purely heterodoxy in the late imperial period, was caused by various 
reasons. Participation of the Guangdong brotherhood societies in political uprisings, 
even with a clear intent of seeking money, or in some social riots and collective 
criminals, was magnified through the lens of an elite society’s writings. The discourses 
that were produced by intellectuals outside the rural Guangdong, together with the 
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situations that were depicted by local officials through their memorials to the central 
authority impressed the government with an image of the Guangdong brotherhood 
societies as the main threat to both government and society. Therefore, the relatively 
soft policies that were used to apply to prevent possible rebellions were replaced by 
harsh treatments and laws to strictly prohibit any brotherhood societies towards the end 
of Qing Dynasty. From that moment on, the Chinese brotherhood societies started 




The Guangdong brotherhood societies’ participation in the pre-1911 Revolution period 
was a coincidence rather than a result of self-development. Research on the Guangdong 
brotherhood societies shows that their tradition of formation, such as occasionally 
involvement in anti-government revolts, participation in illegal activities like 
smuggling, kidnapping, gambling and banditry, and mutual-aid pursuit went on 
throughout the late twentieth century China even though they crashed with the 1911 
Revolution. 
 
However, the early twentieth century was indeed a significant moment for the history 
of the Guangdong brotherhood societies because they went underground after 
experiencing a series of internal and external changes. The main claim of this thesis is 
that the storm of revolution did not cause much substantive change to the organizational 
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nature of the Guangdong brotherhood societies. Yet, it forced them into more violent 
ways to survive since membership could be a useful instrument to cover the criminals 
and elude the punishment.  
 
The importance of examining the Chinese brotherhood societies is to demonstrate to 
what extent social and political changes took place throughout the years before the 
1911 Revolution. The Qing government was facing a control crisis from both inside 
and outside, and the patriotic revolutionaries felt that it was a perfect chance to realize 
their dream of democracy and republic; the country was suffering from the old and 
clumsy body of a bureaucracy, and the people at the bottom of the Chinese society 
frequently were becoming destitute and homeless. The study here, which concentrates 
on one facet of Chinese rural society, the Guangdong brotherhoods, will try to reflect 
these issues and reveal the interplay between those powers. 
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Chapter Two: Overview of the Brotherhood Societies in Guangdong --- Up to the 
Late Nineteenth Century 
 
The brotherhood societies in Guangdong during the early and mid-nineteenth century 
can be characterized as heterogeneous and amorphous. Without a centralized 
organization, the societies were scattered in different places and were made up of 
members from a wide range of backgrounds. The organization of this social group 
featured a mixture of many cultural and social elements ranging from folk culture to 
popular religions and even the archaic customs of the region. Instead of being a big 
untied community, the brotherhood societies were full of variability. This chapter 
provides an overview of the organizational structure of Guangdong brotherhood 
societies. It also examines the practice and ideology tying their members together as a 
community and different activities they engaged in. Lastly, it discusses the potential 
problems hampering the further development of Guangdong brotherhood societies up 
to the late nineteenth century. With these perspectives, by understanding how 
successful the various societies had managed to network, actual changes to these 
groups and why they changed in such a way can be explored in a better sense. 
 
Part one: Organizations and Activities 
 
Membership 
Members of Guangdong brotherhood societies came from diverse social backgrounds. 
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The issue of their social identity has long been elusive for many scholars who are 
interested in the Chinese brotherhood society studies. What has been known about 
these societies is often not sufficient for getting the exact number of the social 
components of each individual brotherhood society. Nonetheless, some specific cases 
may help to draw a picture of the social context of Guangdong brotherhood societies. 
 
As the most well-known brotherhood society in southeast China, the membership list of 
the Heaven and Earth Society provides a better understanding of the identity and 
background of the members. According to Qin Baoqi’s research of the Qing archival 
record, among 321 members of one Heaven and Earth Society (tiandi hui), there were 
peasants, craftsmen, peddlers, fortune-tellers, mountebanks, low-level gentries, monks, 
and soldiers. More than half of them were wage-earners, who did not have their own 
land and their income depended heavily on where and whether one could find a job. 
Moreover, about 16 percent of the members were peddlers, who had to move around 
either within the Guangdong province or outside of it to maintain their business.49  
 
Scholars, in both Western and Chinese languages, had given particular interest in the 
past to generalize the social identity of people who belonged to the brotherhood 
societies but came from various backgrounds and places. From the different social 
statuses that were held by the members, two characteristics can at least be concluded. 
First of all, they were people who were marginalized within a rural area of Guangdong. 
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More specifically, the majority of them were young men who were not able to maintain 
a stable career and residence, or who counted on illegal professions to make a living. In 
the meantime, these young men did not fit into any powerful social community which 
during that chaotic time, was extremely important to protect them from both man-made 
and natural disasters. 
 
The second characteristic is that the majority of the society members were actually 
made up of “wandering people” and not local residents like settled villagers. The latest 
Chinese research on the brotherhood societies in Guangdong links them with a 
remarkable phenomenon known as “the wandering population”. 50 Such a mobile 
environment as Southeast China region obviously accounts for the reason why the 
brotherhood societies grew rapidly and spread widely.51 Migration, which was found 
the most frequent in Guangdong and Fujian province among the South China, made 
the brotherhood societies a helpful shelter for a flowing population.52 In the case of 
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Guangdong, most of the local brotherhood societies were formed by migrants who 
either came from neighboring provinces or were traveling within this region. The 
Heaven and Earth Society was founded in Fujian province, where migration was 
particularly active. Furthermore, the area around the provincial boundary was where 
those brotherhood societies grew up prosperously, because government control was 
less direct there. Take the Triads as the example, they were first set up within the 
Chaozhou Prefecture, which bordered on the Zhangzhou Prefecture of Fujian province, 
and spread mainly in Tapu and Raoping County before 1790 and then into other places 
such as Guangzhou, Jiaying and Qiongzhou Prefectures after 1811.53
 
Due to the mobility of its members, members of the Guangdong brotherhood society 
were generally recruited from amongst friends and lineage relatives. For instance, 
when the former member of the shuangdao hui (The Double Knife Society) Li Jiangsi 
wanted to initiate a baojia hui (The Protect Family Society) in 1833, he first invited his 
friend Li Kui, whom he got acquainted through some grocery business.54 In another 
case, members from both Zheng and Xiao lineages joined in a Heaven and Earth 
Society in Chaoyang County of Guangdong in the year 1803. Relatively less powerful 
and influential among the locals, the Zheng and Xiao lineages needed stronger 
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community connections to counter the pressure from more powerful lineages. 55  
Members were largely recruited through introduction and persuasion, therefore the 
building of the society’s network began from within an already established group.56
 
The way the Guangdong brotherhood societies attracted people into their organization 
limited the size of their development. Throughout the early and mid-Qing period, the 
number of the brotherhood society members remained relatively small, with figures 
ranging from some tens of people. According to a survey of the Guangdong 
brotherhood societies organized during the Jiaqing Period (1796-1810), the total 





It would be misleading if one thinks the organization of various Guangdong 
brotherhood societies to be big and complex. As a matter of fact, most of them were not 
only small in size, but also simple in structure. 
 
A single brotherhood society was usually initiated by one or two people with a basic 
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goal. Chinese scholar Lei Dongwen in his research about Guangdong huidang 
(brotherhood societies) argues that the organizational structure of an individual society 
during the Jiaqing Period (1796-1820) typically consisted of no more than two layers, 
with a few exceptions of three layers. The first layer was the head of the society called 
the “dage” (eldest brother), who came up with the idea of creating the society in the 
first place. The “dage” made decisions on the society practices and appointed leaders in 
every activity the society was involved in. Such leaders of the society formed the 
second layer and played the role as the intermediate between the head and ordinary 
members who made up the third layer. However, the three-layer structure of the 
organization only applied to brotherhoods with a large number of followers. In many 
cases, the second layer was often left out as the simplicity of the activities of the society 
made additional guidance redundant. 58  Membership was loosely controlled, and 
besides between “dage” and ordinary members, there were hardly any division of 
duties. 
 
Most of the brotherhood societies were formed with a short-term goal such as gathering 
people to accumulate wealth by unwarrantable ways (juzhong liancai 聚众敛财), 
plotting collective robbery or taking revenge in local feuds. Therefore, the societies 
would normally be disbanded after the mission was fulfilled. In September of 1814, a 
fortune-teller from Yong’an County in Huizhou Prefecture, Lai Yuanwang hosted a 
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visitor, Li Sixuan at his place. While talking about the hardship of life, Lai Yuanwang 
remembered that on his travel, he once picked up some books containing information 
about practices of the Heaven and Earth Society. After that, Lai Yuangwang and Li 
Sixuan decided to organize a similar brotherhood society to collect money and “help 
each other”.59
 
For some brotherhood societies, mutual aid meant economic reciprocity in times of 
need, while for others mutual assistance was sometimes accompanied with a much 
more direct purpose of robbery. In 1804, a man named Huang Tinghua in Yong’an 
County discussed the difficulties of life with his friends Li Yaman and Huang Ximan. 
They decided to organize a brotherhood society to help robbery. With that in mind, they 
set about and managed to gather fifteen members. However, later on Huang Tinghua 
realized that “there were too few people to rob”, and urged other members to get more 
people involved.60
 
To gain fighting power was another popular reason why a brotherhood society was 
initiated. Given the fact that feuds between lineages were such a common thing in the 
Guangdong region, it came as no surprise that brotherhood soon became a useful 
mechanism for getting manpower support. During May of year 1810, Chen Bingjun 
initiated a brotherhood society named the Righteousness-defending Society (shouyi hui 
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守义会) in Xin’an County of Chaozhou Prefecture. It was a brotherhood society made 
up mainly by lineage members of the Chen family to address quarrels with the Jiang 
family over an incident of injury. To get ready for the possible fight, Chen Bingjun and 
other members sworn brotherhood in a Guandi Temple outside the village.61 Another 
brotherhood society called the Righteousness-gathering Society (jiyi hui 集义会) was 
organized the same year at the same place by Wen Zhuowo, who was the eldest son of 
the Wen Family. Wen Zhuowo born a grudge against the second son of the Wen family 
for occupying the land left by their ancestors and refusing to return it back to him. Wen 
Zhuowo called in twenty-one people at the Guandi Temple to swear brotherhood and 
encouraged them to fight against the second son’s family.62
 
Although mutual-aid was considered by many scholars as one of the most popular 
reasons for initiating a brotherhood society, the original motive of creating a 
brotherhood was far more than that. Those who joined the societies to seek security 
would also naturally act against any external power that threaten their brotherhood 
connection and the loyalty which they took an oath of. Lee McIssac in his research on 
Chongqing brotherhoods noted that, “brotherhoods shared a commitment to clearly 
define values and to use violence to demonstrate such commitment and protect the 
fraternal community”.63 It was a tradition of the Guangdong brotherhood societies, 
that “if a member was arrested and put in jail, he could count on his fellow brothers for 
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his rescue…whenever a member was injured or wronged in a quarrel he could expect 




Although violence was occasionally used by the Guangdong brotherhood societies, the 
major activities of them were limited only to mutual-aid and small-scale lootings. They 
were not fully armed, nor were they disciplined enough to challenge any government 
authorities. More often, they were discovered by the government even before they 
actually took actions.  
 
However, this flexible mode of organizing made it easy for the brotherhood societies to 
be in alliance with any power that can boost their profit and lower the risk of being 
captured. During the early nineteenth century, they had active cooperation with the 
pirates in Guangdong. As Dian Murray in her research on the pirates along the South 
China coast pointed out, when the Chinese brotherhood societies in Guangdong began 
to spread rapidly by 1804, they still maintained a close relationship with the Chinese 
pirates throughout that period. Many sources noted that the Heaven and Earth Society 
was one of the most convenient partners of the pirates in helping them dispose the 
goods and offering military supports. Some pirates even participated in brotherhood 
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organization by wearing certain titles of rank.65 As it is not a strange thing for the 
members of the Guangdong brotherhood societies to join another group for collective 
doings, it is thus not surprising when they devoted themselves to the revolutionary 
uprisings in the later chapter of modern Chinese history. 
 
The Guangdong brotherhood societies remained as a relatively independent and 
autocephalous grouping during the early and mid-nineteenth century. They followed 
their own rules and operated separately by having their independent headmen and 
command.66 Sometimes, they even became enemy of each other. As Lucien Bianco 
once suggested that, brotherhood societies can be a “defender of the established 
order”, or show hostility to another social group with the similar organization, when 
discussing on their role as “group defense”.67 In Shunde County, an inter-group strife 
between the wolong hui (The Crouching Dragon Society) and the Triads lasted for 
many years between the new comers and old residents.68 Also in Yonglan County of 
Huizhou Prefecture, a niutou hui (The Ox Head Society) was initiated to fight with the 
tiandi hui (The Adding Brother Society), because they could not concede to each other 
over the watering system. The fight even developed into a four month long uprising and 
caused government attention in the end.69 When discussing the Triads in the Southeast 
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China, Wen-hsiung Hsu addressed that there was no centralized structure to control 
these subgroups, nor were the lodges necessarily connected to each other under a 
bigger organization. In most of the cases, they were self-governing, and localized in 
their own area.70
 
Part two: Practices and Ideology 
 
The brotherhood societies in the nineteenth century Guangdong appeared mysterious 
mainly because they were secretive in their traditional use of rituals, codes, jargons, and 
finger languages. However, these seemingly unique practices and ideology were 
actually originated from a less mysterious social and cultural context. The way of 
connecting brotherhood members was a process of recreating with every possible 
traditional cultural element to form their lore. In other words, the formation of the 
Guangdong brotherhood societies’ tradition was again a mixture composing of many 
cultural elements deriving from an already existing norm. 
 
Practices: Initiation Ceremony and Rules 
 
The practice of a Guangdong brotherhood society mainly consisted of two parts: an 
initiation ritual and a set of rules. First of all, an initiation ceremony symbolized the 
turning of a marginalized person into one of their new fictive family members. It was 
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more similar to a performance of the Heaven and Earth Society, where all the 
prospective members would be gathered at a place named “muyang cheng (The Willow 
City)”. And in some cases members would be asked to cross a “jianzhen (The Sword 
Array)” to officially become a member. After finishing the ceremony, the novice would 
be taught by the master of the brotherhood society a package of their lore, including the 
foundation accounts, specific jargon, recognition symbols and dialogues. The 
transformation was a process of “rebirth” from people who were from different social 
backgrounds and isolated from each other to members of a new fictive family. For 
instance, as ter Haar suggested, the Heaven and Earth Society adopted the name the 
Hong Family through this initiation ritual.71 Zeng Bolo, who initiated a Heaven and 
Earth Society in Qiongzhou Prefecture of Guangdong during the early nineteenth 
century, taught the members the jargon that “ when you speak, do not stray from your 
own profession; when you put out your hand, stretch out three fingers” (kaikou buli ben, 
jushou buli san 开口不离本，举手不离三). 72
 
Usually the ceremony will be concluded with a blood-drinking swear of oath as the 
ending to complete the whole transformation. This blood oath in particular was 
practiced frequently and played a pivotal part in connecting all the members under this 
intimate yet fictive kinship.73 Paul Katz, in his research of Chinese chicken-beheading 
rituals, traced the history of blood covenants (xuemeng 血盟) back to even ancient 
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China.74 He further pointed out that, blood that symbolized life would strengthen the 
oath.75 This strength was also added in the Guangdong brotherhood societies’ rituals. 
In the same ceremony as previously mentioned, Zeng Bolo, together with all the other 
members, drank blood mixed with alcohol in the end of their ritual.76
 
Throughout the early nineteenth century, Guangdong rural societies were largely 
dominated by various lineage communities. Such lineages were “based on landholding 
obtained through land reclamation and served as a device to mobilize labor and 
maintain exclusive control of the lineage over land.” 77  As a result, non-lineage 
members of the Guangdong brotherhood societies felt excluded from a settled society 
tie-up. The initiation ceremony firstly served as an assurance for people who were 
seeking some strategy of self –protection and the sense of belonging and identity 
recognition. As ter Haar in his detailed research on the Triads initiation ritual claims, 
the initiation ceremony announced the beginning of an ownership of a common unique 
social and cultural entity among all members. 78  Secondly, the highlighting of a 
common family name during the initiation ceremony gave these non-linage members a 
sense of being part of a new and larger community. David Faure, when discussing the 
evolution of the Heaven and Earth Society during the nineteenth century, argued that 
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the connection built between the new members sometimes even surpassed the lineage 
and village connections.79
 
However, one should note that the leaders who also acted as the officiants of the ritual 
again played the most influential part in conducting the ritual or the performance. In 
Ward and Stirling’s observation of the Triads, it was recorded that during the initiation 
ritual a question and answer session would be performed by two people. One chief 
master would act as the laomu (old mother 老母) while another partner would act the 
jiufu (mother’s brother 舅父).80 Thereupon, they were treated as the patriarch of the 
group, and their powers were to some extent magnified accordingly. Their position as 
leaders and as well as masters or teachers were further consolidated by this ceremony. 
By gaining the respect and submission of the new members, the leaders were able to 
continue to direct the activities of the brotherhood societies more easily. As it turned out, 
some societies strayed away from the initial goal of mutual-aid to become the tool of 
the leaders in pursuing their personal interests. 
 
Popular religious elements would be the first to inspire the leaders of the Guangdong 
brotherhood societies, for they had existed in a local society with a longer history and 
had been accepted by a vast group of people. In the comparison of the Heaven and 
Earth Society in Fujian province with other Chinese popular religion, David Ownby 
pointed out that similar core elements, such as the altar on which the rice bushel 
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(mudou 木斗) was placed, were present in both religious and brotherhood society 
rituals.81 A similar case can be also found in Guangdong province, where the offering 
of incense and burning in front of the members frequently appeared as part of the ritual. 
Burning of incense as a Daoism religious ritual was considered to be an act of 
communicating with the gods or family ancestors in Chinese traditional culture. To 
burn the incense together with the brotherhood society ritual saying “worshipping the 
Heaven as the Father, worshipping the Earth as the Mother” (baitian weifu, baidi weimu
拜天为父，拜地为母) was a step of great importance indicated in the preparation of 
building a brotherhood society as mentioned in many confessions. Moreover, in some 
occasions the term “incense” (xiang 香) itself denotes the members of the ritual 
community.82
 
Apart from that, popular culture also played a part in the rituals through the leaders. The 
method of teaching the members all the symbols and signs was borrowed from popular 
theaters. David Faure discovered that certain items or phrases recorded in the Heaven 
and Earth Society’s literature such as the “tianchuan” (The Heaven Boat天船) and the 
“dichuan”(The Earth Boat地船) would find their roots in a Cantonese theatrical 
tradition.83 Furthermore, to enrich the foundation of brotherhood, plots of popular tales 
were also used. Amongst the many primary sources discovered by Xiao Yishan was the 
popular folklore of “baxian” (The Eight Immortal八仙 ). The eight figures, Han 
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Zhongli, Li Tieguai, Lu Dongbin, Zhang Guolao, Cao Guojiu, Lan Caihe, Han Xiangzi 
and He Xiangu were widely known by many Chinese people long before the nineteenth 
century. Hence, by attaching each figure with a piece of poem indicating the underline 
meaning of being in brotherhood, the Triads linked the Eight Immortals with the 
practice of Triad doctrine. This was presented in a series of drawings to other Triad 
members during the initiation rituals.84
 
At the same time, those leaders of the brotherhood societies modified these practices 
with their personal beliefs, imaginations and experiences. In the year of 1802 when 
Zhen Sitao initiated a brotherhood society in Xinhui County of Guangdong, he used a 
wooden bushel with five-color flags with characters “Ri (Sun), Yue (Moon), Qing 
(Clearness), Feng (Wind), Ling (Order)” on them. Meanwhile he put a pair of scissors, 
a ruler and a bronze mirror on the table together with the bushel and asked people to 
swear brotherhood with these articles.85 During another brotherhood society’s initiation 
ceremony in Qinzhou Prefecture, the leader Ye Fengxuan made a wood stamp with 
some spell-like characters on it and imprinted them on a white cloth. Drawing spells 
was considered as being able to keep ordinary people away from the devils and bad 
lucks such as illness. Besides that, each member was given a piece of the drawing as the 
certification and recognition symbol of their membership.86
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The heterogeneous character as demonstrated above as the actual practices of the 
Guangdong brotherhood societies left much room for personal interpretations. The 
initiators of these organizations utilized centuries-old superstitions and religious 
customs to help construct a familiar atmosphere for ordinary members and therefore 
further convinced them that they were given the power of autonomy from some 
supernatural powers.  
 
Besides the initiation ritual, a set of rules were made by the Guangdong brotherhood 
societies to standardize their members’ activities. As the “Thirty-six Oath” (sanshiliu 
shi) and “Ten Great Rules” (shi shi) of the Heaven and Earth Society suggested, 
potential punishments will be given to members who betray their “brothers”. Leaders of 
the brotherhood societies would announce these rules during the ceremony and made 
those punishments sound extremely strict. For example, the “Ten Great Rules” 
mentioned that “One as an elder brother may not abuse someone’s wife and children, or 
one’s flesh will be separate from one’s bones.” or “One may not swindle others out of 
their money, or one’s progeny will be annihilated.” 87  Other behaviors, such as 
divulging any secret of the society, or selling the membership to public would also 
result in members receiving fierce punishments from the heaven. 
 
Ideology: Founding Myth and Moral Principles 
The founding myths of most of the Guangdong brotherhood societies were hardly 
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recorded. The main purpose of this founding myth is to give the members of the 
brotherhood societies a sense of belonging to a common historical root, and also to 
legalize their illicit activities.  
  
Among all the societies, the Heaven and Earth Society had the most complete origin 
account that would reveal the truth showing that it grew up from the basis of a popular 
culture known as the Xi Lu Legend. Its earliest version emerged during the year of 
1811 in Guangxi province and later developed into seven different versions.88 But since 
written materials were rare during that time and were primarily spread by word of 
mouth, many different versions of the founding myth existed. Some details were thus 
lost in transmission along the way as most of the members were not be able to repeat the 
entire story but could only mention some key figures or summary of it.  
 
In the case of the Heaven and Earth Society and its homonym, this founding myth 
played an important role in providing the members with a common identity from a 
historical perspective. For brotherhood societies who were not the offspring of the 
Heaven and Earth Society, the absence of a founding myth was made up in other ways. 
These brotherhood societies relied more on their own theory of moral principles, which 
highlighted two aspects: the appreciation of the heroic tradition, and the worship of a 
brotherhood spirit. In both, the faith in both “zhong (loyalty)” and “yi (righteousness)” 
tradition was the focus and played a more important role in holding the individual 
                                                 




Being fostered in a Confucianism-dominated social environment, the brotherhood 
societies in Guangdong were largely influenced by the idea of “yi”, which was inherited 
from traditional Chinese moral guidelines. However, living at the bottom of Chinese 
society, brotherhood society members were mostly illiterate and were not able to make 
use of the written literatures. They could only learn through the orally spread popular 
cultures such as drama and story-telling of Chinese heroic legends. These folk cultures 
were reconstructed and utilized by the brotherhood societies to build their own sense of 
loyalty to either the highest leader or a spiritual deity. Therefore, loyalty between the 
sworn brothers was considered as a virtue among the members and sometimes, it could 
even turn into an important worship. 
 
The idea of “swearing brotherhood” was not new for Chinese people since they were 
already familiar with the legend of Liu Bei (161-223), Guan Yu (1660-219) and Zhang 
Fei (d.221) who sworn brotherhood in a peach garden. The novel became popular 
mainly due to the encouragement of the Chinese government for its circulation ever 
since the fourteenth century.89 The development of brotherhood tradition was also 
promoted by a government-advocated worship of Guan Yu, or Guandi laoye (Lord 
Guan). People built temples for him and hallowed his image and sometimes even 
believed that the martial spirit and loyal virtue of him had a power that could magically 
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Chinese Scholar Liu Ping has done extensive research on the inner connection between 
the cultural dimension and the tradition of Chinese brotherhood societies. He further 
points out how the general idea of “yi” was elaborated into the “jianghu yiqi 江湖义
气” (code of brotherhood) and exerted a great influence on Chinese brotherhood 
societies. It could be expressed in terms of many aspects, such as the rites mentioned in 
the earlier part, enigmatic language, secret signals and popular figures.91 It was a 
common place to use certain numbers such as hundred and eight among the Guangdong 
brotherhood societies when they were practicing jargons. As written in the Xi Lu 
Legend, when the Heaven and Earth Society was first founded, there were 108 
participant who swore the brotherhood oath.92 It is a reflection of a heroic doctrine 
since the famous literature “Water Margin (shui hu zhuan)” is also famous for its “yibai 
lingbai jiang” (one hundred and eight generals 一百零八将). 93  Another way of 
expression is their jargon dialogues for members to recognize each other using gestures 
and array teacups. This jargon was always named with the phrase “jie yi” (form alliance 
of righteousness), which indicated that everywhere they were under the roof of 
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Religious objects and customary traditions played different roles in the Guangdong 
brotherhood societies’ lore. It is a common practice that each society would choose to 
highlight different aspects of them. While some focused on the blood covenant, others 
might place great emphasis on the worshipping of idols. However, even for societies 
which practiced the worshipping of idols, there were no restrictions on the type of idols 
that they worshipped. Different brotherhood societies could worship different deities 
according to their own needs. Most of the Heaven and Earth Society, for example, 
worshipped the Monk Hong Er and the wuzhu (The Five Patriarchs 五祖). But some 
popular images such as the Goddess of Mercy （guanyin 观音）and the God of Earth 
（tudi shen 土地神） were also worshipped by some other brotherhood societies in 
their pantheons. During the early nineteenth century, they even put the Jade Emperor 
(yudi 玉帝), the Buddha (pusa 菩萨) and other deities in their pantheons.95
 
Therefore, it is impossible to see them as a coherent social entity since different 
interests and aims appeared in different societies. It also explains why that interaction 
and networking between each other could rarely be found and most of them maintained 
a diverse power in a mobile environment.   
 
                                                 
94 Zhu Lin 朱琳, Hongmen zhi 洪门志 (Hong League Annuals), (Shanghai: Zhonghua shuju 上海: 
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Part Three: Limitations and Obstacles for Further Development 
 
To maintain these fictive ties as brotherhoods and resist external pressures had always 
been the main theme of the Guangdong brotherhood societies’ organization. Various 
methods were employed to reinforce the impression of being together, such as the 
blood-oath rituals, specific rules of behavior, and the moral principles that were 
supposed to be witnessed by the Heaven or certain deities. The practices and ideology 
were supposed to be working in two ways: firstly, members were bounded together by a 
sacred live-and-death oath they took when joining the organization. The whole ritual 
consisted of an oath and a malediction conveying the meaning of providing 
unconditional support in times of misery. Secondly, they were bound by these different 
levels of penalties as mentioned above. 
 
However, although there was a great emphasis on loyalty, the real case is far more 
complicated than the ideal situation. The internal cohesion of the Guangdong 
brotherhood organizations should be explored in the context of the social-political 
situation of that time. 
 
First of all, although brotherhood tradition implies a meaning of equality, there was a 
clear hierarchy set up in the organization. Compared with the ordinary members of a 
brotherhood society, the leaders were obviously the major beneficiary. On one hand, 
they obtained the power of leading the members by virtue of the title of “eldest brother”, 
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or “teacher”. Personal prestige was bestowed, and respect, which was hard to get within 
the local society where they came from, was paid by all the lower members. On the 
other hand, at the beginning of a brotherhood society, the rest of the society members 
had to donate a certain amount of money to raise the so-called “public fee”. This money 
would be used as a financial supply to anyone of them who encountered difficulties in 
daily life. More often than not, these amounts of money ended up in the leaders’ pocket. 
As ter Haar in his research has pointed out, in Chinese culture, paying for Buddhist or 
Daoist rituals was an act seen as a commonplace. By drawing parallels, the payment 
made for the transfer of Triad lore was also accepted as a necessary occurrence by the 
ordinary members.96 Generally speaking, those brotherhood society leaders benefited 
most from the society’s organization both spiritually and financially, and sometimes 
they were thought as bestowed with some supernatural power that they actually did 
not have through the initiation rituals. 
 
Secondly, the transformation of identity from strangers into intimate brothers was only 
done during the initiation ritual without any further follow-up actions. Furthermore, 
according to sources about the Guangdong brotherhood societies, there were hardly 
any routine rituals or gathering to further cement the ties among the members. Fraternal 
ties and friendships among the fictive brothers were basically built up during the 
predatory activities such as small-scale lootings, rather by the brotherhood societies’ 
daily practices. Sometimes, the society was dismissed soon after one or two robberies. 
                                                 
96 Barend Ter Haar, Ritual and Mythology of the Chinese Triads, Creating an identity, pp.420-424. 
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Therefore, the extent of loyalty to the society in fact largely depended on personal wills. 
As a result, with the certification of membership vaguely defined, some people still 
participated in brotherhood society activities without joining the society itself.97
 
Thirdly, worshipping of spiritual ties and heroic spirit can only succeed in creating the 
passion for a short term. Such worshipping was still fairly weak in maintaining a lasting 
relationship in the long term. Members of the brotherhood societies were living such a 
restless life that hardly could anyone keep to these rules and principles strictly. In the 
meantime we have plenty of reasons in doubting the execution of punishments in real 
practices since most of them were acknowledged as actions given by the Heaven and 
Gods. Among the leadership, no detailed information on people who were in charge of 
this duty was available, nor do we find many cases about how a punishment was 
applied. 
 
Lastly, brotherhood traditions were also hampered by many realistic elements such as 
government suspicion or persecution. To avoid that, the brotherhood societies changed 
their names frequently. This caused a certain level of confusion, which affected its 
consistency and made the whole networking fragile. It is worth noticing that, the whole 
process of the ritual was also not always completely delivered. The interference from 
the authorities was also very disruptive. For example, to avoid government attention, 
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some brotherhood societies were built by simply swearing before the deities and calling 
each other brothers without complicated rituals.98 In some cases, small brotherhood 




The organization of the Guangdong brotherhood societies varied considerably from 
case to case, for leaders of individual societies added various cultural traditions and 
personal interpretations to their organizations. Although each individual society in 
Guangdong adopted many measures to strengthen the connections among the ordinary 
members, the influence of the practice and ideology were largely limited due to this 
heterogeneous feature.  
 
Weaknesses of the structure of the Guangdong brotherhood societies, together with 
many external interventions caused potential problems, which could be corrected 
neither by themselves nor by any other outside powers such as the republican 
revolutionaries. This led to an eventual split both within the society and among the 
many societies in the late nineteenth century. The clash of all these elements therefore 
brings in stories of disorder, betrayal and faction during the pre-revolutionary time. 
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Chapter Three: From an Internal Perspective: Continuity and Change 
 
While before the late nineteenth century the Guangdong brotherhood societies 
remained loosely organized and located, the last decade of Qing Dynasty witnessed a 
greater fragmentation of them, which implicated with the dynamic in the Chinese 
society, from both inside and outside. This chapter emphasizes on internal 
developmental changes that the Guangdong brotherhood societies experienced during 
the early twentieth century.  
 
The evolution of this unique social group in the last ten years of the Qing Dynasty can 
be seen as occurring in three ways: the new addition of members from a higher 
educated group, the enrichment and further development of their mythology and lore, 
and the partial politicization of its organizing structure as a result of the participation 
of a group of revolutionaries. The two-edged role played in political actions shows that 
the organization of them tended to be more fragmental towards the end of the Qing 
Dynasty. However, those changes did not change the fact that the brotherhood as a 
tradition were kept in a different way. The violence that accompanied some of their 
earlier activities also became the most frequently used measure to gain the resources 
needed by the Guangdong brotherhood societies. With the exception of the case in 
which they were recruited in revolutionary troops, such societies gradually became a 
serious social problem for local security.  
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Part one: Fragmentation: Organization and Activities  
 
Changes in Membership Component 
 
The fragmentation of Guangdong brotherhood societies can be seen by examining the 
changes of its component. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the wandering 
population, vagabonds, immigrant merchants and artisans were the core supply of 
Guangdong brotherhood society’s members during the early and mid-nineteenth 
century. However, this composition no longer remained restricted to the lower classes 
in the early twentieth century. The configuration of the Guangdong brotherhood 
societies was changed by the involvement of a group of literati present in the local 
societies; such figures had a relevantly low social status but were more aggressive in 
terms of political consciousness. 
 
The first difference was the engagement of the low-level scholar-gentry from the rural 
society in Guangdong. To find them occupying positions in a brotherhood society was 
quite rare in the early nineteenth century. Nevertheless, such cases were less uncommon 
in the Guangdong area a hundred years later. As Lilia Borokh mentioned in her article,99 
unlike popular imagination of the situation, the bulk of participants in the brotherhood 
societies was not mainly derived from the lower classes or the destitute living at the 
                                                 
99  See Lilia Borokh, “Notes on the Early Role of Secret Societies in Sun Yat-sen’s Republican 
Movement”, in Jean Chesneaux edited, Popular Movements and Secret Societies in China, 1840-1950 
(Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1972), p.139.
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margin of local society.100 In contrary, many of they were from the elites of local society. 
These people were most likely well educated: some of them were considered social 
elites; others had an official title which allowed them to enjoy a gentry or semi-gentry 
social status without having to worry about their basic living expenses. Therefore, they 
had more interest in the discourse of revolution and in gaining greater political power. 
 
It is not surprising that the brotherhood societies became attractive to these 
scholar-gentries, as Susan Mann asserted, Chinese brotherhood bonds “provided 
leadership opportunities, power and perquisites for the few, protection for the many.”101 
While the majority of brotherhood society members enjoyed the assurance that was 
provided by the society’s use of the mutual-aid doctrine, the elite members of the 
society mainly benefited through the raising of their own personal prestige and sharing 
the financial profits. Apparently it became particularly attractive to those who received 
some level of education but lacked a way of promoting themselves in an officially 
social-political system. For those who failed to get a decent position in the governing 
system, being a leader of the brotherhood society would be an alternate route to 
success. 
 
In addition to the increasing participation of lower-level scholar-gentry, the radical 
                                                 
100 Barend J. Ter Haar, Ritual and Mythology of the Chinese Triads: Creating an Identity (Leiden; Boston: 
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intellectuals, who became revolutionaries later, also made up another new component 
of the Guangdong brotherhood societies during the last decade of Qing. Although the 
revolutionaries joined the brotherhood societies as a temporary strategy, their 
involvement largely expanded the brotherhood societies, and was the cause behind the 
representation of the brotherhood societies as the nationalist heroes of the political 
movements in the writings of many republican historians’ works.  
 
For Sun Yat-sen, who was often portrayed as the father of the Chinese republican 
revolution, his contact with the Guangdong brotherhood societies were through the role 
of Zhen Shiliang, who had powerful influence on the Guangdong Triads – best 
demonstrated in this next point. Zhen himself came from a relatively well-off family 
and was the son of a retired Qing official. His friendship with Sun Yat-sen started when 
Sun was twenty years old and studying at a Guangzhou medicine school. Their 
friendship grew rapidly, and Sun’s conversations with him were often on the subject of 
a potential revolution. Zhen Shiliang was treated by Sun Yat-sen as one of his best 
friends, someone who shared the common goal of saving the country from social crisis 
through revolution. Sun Yat-sen noted that, “after knowing that he is one of the leaders 
of Triads, I felt that his knowledge of Chinese brotherhood societies could be a useful 
reference for me.”102 In response, Zhen Shiliang’s statement supported Sun Yat-sen’s 
determination. “If there will be a revolution in the future,” Zhen Shiliang promised that 
                                                 
102 Sun Zhongshan孙中山, Sun Zhongshan xuanji 孙中山选集 (Selections of Sun Yat-sen’s Writings), 
(Beijing: Renmin chubanshe 北京:人民出版社, 1981), Vol.1, p.584.
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he “will organize the brotherhood societies under your leadership.”103 Zhen put his 
words into practice two years later, when he gave up on his study and went back to 
Huizhou County. He built a drugstore to prepare for the revolution, and for the 
expedient purpose of contacting the Guangdong brotherhood societies. 
 
As making full use of the Guangdong brotherhood societies as a ready-made force was 
on the top list of the revolutionary’s agenda, entry membership into the organization 
became another strategy to show the close links between the two parties. Sun Yat-sen, 
for example, joined a brotherhood society on 1904 and became the one of its leaders 
called “Hong Stick (honggun 红棍)”. As other revolutionary radicals claimed that “the 
revolution enterprise of Chinese nation must be based on the “lower classes”,104 they 
followed Sun Yat-sen’s example in joining various brotherhoods societies. One of 
Sun’s supporters, Chen Shaobai – who believed that “to contact the brotherhood 
societies, must join them first” – became one leader called “White Fan (baishan白扇)” 
of the Triads. He was later promoted as a leader of one lodge of the gelao hui (The Elder 
Brothers Society哥老会).105 Other followers such as Huang Xin and Chen Qimei were 
selected as different levels leaders in the brotherhood societies.  
 
Changes in Practice and Organizing Structure  
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The involvement of both the local low-level scholar-gentry and the revolutionaries 
brought about two major changes in the Guangdong brotherhood societies in terms of 
their practices and organizing structure.  
 
Firstly, more literate members played an important role in the formation of its practices 
by using their knowledge from studies, which had been rarely seen in the members of 
the societies. As a result, the main body of Guangdong brotherhood societies’ 
mythologies gained a more sophisticated expression. Although oral transmission of 
lore was commonly used in the brotherhood societies’ practices during the early stage 
of their establishment, society lore were finally able to gain a written form towards the 
end of the Qing Dynasty. Development of written materials included the accounts of 
founding, the moral obligations and a guide to complicated secret dialogues and 
signals.  
 
The development of the Heaven and Earth Society better clarifies this point. The Xi Lu 
legend, which first appeared in early Qing and explained the background of the original 
founders of the Heaven and Earth Society, was initially only a few hundred words long. 
The account mentioned the Monk Ti Xi briefly. Despite this, the plot became much 
more complicated by the end of Qing, and included a detailed founding on the society; 
more characters were also added such as the Prince Zhu and the Five Ancestors.106 The 
“overthrow the Qing, restore the Ming” slogan also appeared to be added as part of 
                                                 
106 Qin Baoqi, Zhongguo dixia shehui, pp.42-45.
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the legend from this point onwards, as some of the leaders tried to persuade that their 
activities were following the “Heaven’s Will (tianyi)”. 
 
Rituals and oath became more complicated and systematic as more educated people 
continued to work on their modifications. Towards the end of Qing Dynasty, the 
Heaven and Earth Society already had a complete series of rules, including the 
thirty-six oath, the twenty-one rules, the ten bans, the ten punishments, the ten 
regulations and the ten clauses.107 With the exception of the heavenly curses that 
originated in the early nineteenth century, more actual punishments were frequently 
indicated. For instance, as the “ten punishments (shi xing十刑)” reads, members of 
the society will get 180 lashes for not respecting their parents, or for mistreating their 
brothers. Other behaviors were given the slightly lighter punishment as well, such as 
“one will be given 72 lashes as a punishment if he gets drunk and fights with his 
brothers”. 108  Also in the “twenty-one rules (ershiyi ze 二十一则 )”, different 
punishments were set strictly, such as cutting one ear or two ears, or even death 
penalty.109 Moreover, the writing of these rules became more formal than before. 
Rounding off these principles still assert the fraternity as the foremost theme of their 
organization, also in a sense distinguished the in- and out-group boundaries.  
 
Secondly, some of the Guangdong brotherhood societies were separated from the 
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original norms and intertwined with more political associations. The revolutionaries 
attempted to utilize the Guangdong brotherhood societies as an instrument in gaining 
additional manpower and also as a financial support for a limited time. The xingzhong 
hui (The Reviving China Society 兴中会) was the first experiment among those 
attempts. It aimed at encouraging more brotherhood society members to devote 
themselves to the anti-government uprisings, and reaffirmed the ties between ordinary 
members and revolutionary party leaders. 
 
Disappointingly, the Reviving China Society and other similar political associations 
was little more than a duplicate of conventional Chinese brotherhood societies and 
failed to improve the society structure in terms of ideology. It was a common practice to 
borrow ideas from the Chinese brotherhood societies, either in terms of the spiritual 
symbols or the rituals, but the amount borrowed was frequently nominal. When another 
political association the tongmeng hui(The United League Society同盟会) was built, 
the ritual was also similar to that of entering brotherhood societies. First of all, they had 
the mengshu (covenant 盟书 ) which should be kept secretly by one person. 110  
Furthermore, when members joined the tongmeng hui, they also had to “swear to the 
Heaven” (duitian fashi 对天发誓), saying that if I “betray this oath, [one] must be 
punished by the rest of the society”, which is clearly a tradition from Chinese 
brotherhood societies. Some of the branches even required their members to take a 
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Imitation of the terminology of brotherhood societies happened as well, although this 
education plan received very little response. When the gongjin hui (The Common 
Progress Society 共进会) was established in 1907, the lodges were created under the 
same structure of “shan, shui, tang, xiang” with the improved names “Chinese shan, 
Revive Han Shui, Restore China tang, and requite China xiang”.112 Moreover, in order 
to attract more members, Sun Yat-sen and other revolutionaries even used the name 
‘Triads’ in some cases.113 Yet, as John Lust concludes, the adoption of the symbolism 
was only nominal.114
 
Radical intellectuals and revolutionaries, with their political ambitions, passionately 
brought patriotic and nationalist ideas into the Guangdong brotherhood societies. The 
anti-Manchu desire was one of the too-often highlighted themes. It was repeated among 
various brotherhood associations and thus known as the most significant symbol. For 
instance, Sun Yat-sen wrote into the oath for the Reviving China Society: “drive out the 
Manchu, revive the Chinese nation, and set up a republic country”, despite the fact that 
the conflict between the Manchu and Han races was not a rallying point. This was 
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especially the case since the native Cantonese people among that area were so few to 
the point that ethnical conflict was no longer their first concern.  
 
Mutual-aid as another famous label of the Chinese brotherhood societies was also 
stressed by the revolutionaries on many occasions. Sun Yat-sen stated when the 
Reviving China Society was established, “We have to give the brotherhood society 
members generous love, to encourage them to help and support each other when 
encountering difficulties, that is the most important need for those who are 
homeless.”115 Land right issues were brought into the constitution of those associations 
to further enhance the alliance. The yearning for land was widespread during that time, 
“Since land is public property, it may not be monopolized by the rich. We will not allow 
class differences if rich and poor to exist among our 400 million brothers and their 
descendants. All shall peaceably enjoy prosperity.”116 Therefore, “to equalize the land” 
became one of the principles used throughout the entire process of Sun Yat-sen’s 
construction of political associations such as the tongmeng hui. 
 
On the flip side of the coin, these practices remained mostly as propaganda and did not 
in fact change the nature of the Guangdong brotherhood societies’ organizing structure 
fundamentally. Changes in creed and catchwords only happened at the individual level. 
The Guangdong brotherhood societies as a whole still remained separate in their 
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conducting of activities. A network between different brotherhood societies did not 
emerge even after the efforts made by the revolutionaries. And it ended up with another 
interesting characteristic as Lucian Bianco brilliantly put it, “particularism”, which 
indicates that the loyalty and commitment to brotherhood tradition was only limited to 
one’s own organization.117
  
Activities of local brotherhood societies were also largely limited to their own territory, 
and the choice of alliances depended much on their own whims. The gelao hui (The 
Elder Brothers Society), another brotherhood society which first appeared in 
Guangdong during the Tongzhi reign (1861-1875), spread rapidly during the Guangxu 
reign (1875-1908). According to its leader Hua Chunxiang’s confession in the year 
1886, one of its lodge’s size reached as many as ten thousand members in Guangdong 
province.118 However, the fast spread of the gelao hui did not necessarily cause it to 
integrate with another powerful brotherhood group, the Heaven and Earth Society. 
Although holding to the similar faith of loyalty and righteousness, these two 
brotherhoods did not have any form of clear contact even between high level leaders. 
Therefore, while occasionally taking part in political uprisings and riots, these two 
similar groups did not overlap in activities or merge to form a stronger organization. On 
the contrary, along with the improvement of their own organizing manners, the distance 
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between them was actually drawn further apart. 
 
Changes of Activities: Different Role-play during the Pre-1911 Revolution Period 
 
Given that the societies’ connection to uprisings was initiated by Sun Yat-sen in the first 
phase of the 1911 Revolution, many arguments had been made, referring to the 
Guangdong brotherhood society’s role in the wave of revolutionary movement. Some 
described their participation as “never be absent from any battle (wuyi buyu 无役不
与)”.119 Others blamed them as the major reason for its failure.120 However, few of them 
looked at this issue from a dualistic perspective. This research argues that the 
involvement of Guangdong brotherhood societies in those political activities should be 
better understood as a split within them. Furthermore, engagement in these 
revolutionary uprisings deepened the gap between the brotherhood society elites and 
their ordinary followers. 
 
As stated in the previous chapter, the Guangdong brotherhood societies were built 
based on an explicit hierarchical structure. Therefore, their performance during a 
certain uprising could vary to a large extent, according to different status of members. 
Statements that the Guangdong brotherhood societies were the main force of the 
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pre-revolution uprisings were most likely to focus merely on the core figures of these 
organizations. After socializing with Sun Yat-sen and other revolutionaries, some 
leaders of Guangdong brotherhood society turned into new devotees of political 
activities, and used their influence on brotherhoods to make their contribution. 
 
The assistance provided by the Guangdong brotherhood societies to the revolutionaries 
was mainly in two areas: financial and military. Without question, financial supply was 
the most substantial contribution offered by the Guangdong brotherhood societies, 
which often made the impression that they were totally supportive through the entire 
process. Unfortunately, the monies were actually contributed mostly by the few 
individuals who could afford this. Fee collection for joining the xingzhong hui was one 
method of getting funding. When setting the rules of the organization of the xingzhong 
hui, Sun Yat-sen requested that everyone needed to pay five silver yuan (yin yuan银元) 
as the admission fee. In the meanwhile, extra donation was welcomed as well, as long 
as people had the passion and were willing to offer their support.121 The overseas 
brotherhood societies were another group from which the money came. In Honolulu, 
Sun Yat-sen managed to raise the fee from one yuan each to three yuan including the 
admission fee and registration fee.122
 
The second and more important resource of the money was from the brotherhood 
society member’s generous personal sponsor; they were often quite well-off and among 
                                                 
121 Sun Zhongshan 孙中山, Sun Zhongshan quanji 孙中山全集 (The Whole Selection of Sun Yat-sen’s 
Works), (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju 北京：中华书局, 1981), Vol.1, p.19.
122 Sun Zhongshan, Sun Zhongshan quanji, Vol.1, pp. 263-268.
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the minority of the larger group. Deng Yinnan, as one example, offered Sun Yat-sen 
almost 10,000 yuan to help the Guangzhou uprising.123 Zhen Shiliang, as always the 
most supportive follower of Sun, sold all his own belongings to finance the coming 
revolutions. 124  The most remarkable figure who helped Sun Yat-sen to solve the 
financial problem was Li Jitang, who was a member of the Triads in Guangdong. 
According to Fen Ziyou, most of the money used for the food, army supplies and 
compensations during the uprisings was sponsored by him.125 For instance, the Huizhou 
uprising alone benefited at least 180,000 or 190,000 yuan from his contributions. Later, 
more than 500,000 yuan was offered to support further uprisings.126
 
Large amounts of money were quickly gathered both in and out of China. One issue 
must be pointed out here that only people involved in the core organization of the 
xingzhong hui were able to make such donations, while the majority of society 
members were paid by this source of money. The Guangdong brotherhood societies by 
then were no longer a poor people’s club. Members included those who were educated, 
had some property but were still excluded by conventional society, and therefore were 
dissatisfied with their social status. For people such as Deng Yingnan and Li Jitang 
listed above, their support to Sun Yat-sen’s uprisings represented a political passion, 
                                                 
123 Feng Ziyou 冯自由, Geming  yishi 革命逸史 (Unofficial History of the 1911 Revolution), (Taibei: 
Shangwu chubanshe 台北：商务出版社,1965), Vol. 4, p.4.
124 “Xingzhonghui xianggang ruhui zhu zhishi zhi yanjiu” “兴中会香港入会诸志士之研究” (“Studies 
on the Revolutionaries Who Joined the Xing Zhong Hui in Hong Kong”), Jindai zhongguo 近代中国 
（Modern China）Vol.26, (December, 1981), p.217. 
125  Feng Ziyou, Geming yishi, Vol.3, p.159. 
126 Xinhai geming shiliao xuanji 辛亥革命史料选辑  (Selected Historical Materials of the 1911 
Revolution), (Changsha: Hunan renmin chubanshe 长沙：湖南人民出版社, 1981), Vol .1, pp.39-40.
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and more importantly, an investment to increase their social influence and prestige. 
However, compared to the larger part of the members, this tendency was not strong 
enough to change the whole essential structure of the Guangdong brotherhood 
societies. 
 
Secondly, military power was gathered mainly because of certain leaders’ charisma. 
Personal network, instead of an ideology, played a large part in encouraging people to 
fight for a revolutionary goal. Throughout the period from 1907 to 1908, more than one 
uprising was plotted by Sun Yat-sen and his colleagues. Those uprisings were believed 
to be closely connected with the Guangdong brotherhood societies. For example, 
according to Chinese scholar Rao Zhenfang, in the Chaozhou uprising organized by 
one revolutionary Xu Xueqiu, it received the support of the brotherhood societies from 
the Raopin, Jieyang, and Huilai County to attack the Chaozhou Prefecture. In the 
following uprising of Huanggang, about 700 people took an oath to join the action.127 It 
was also speculated in the Guomindang documents that more than ten thousand people 
were brought together under Sun’s leadership during this uprising. In the end, more 
than 200 people in the troop were killed.128
However, Xu Xueqiu’s personal prestige was a crucial element of their participation. 
                                                 
127 Rao Zhenfang 饶珍芳, “Xinhai geming qian Sun Zhongshan zai nanyue de wuzhuang qiyi” “辛亥革
命前孙中山在南粤的武装起义” (Sun Yat-sen’s Armed Uprisings in South Guangdong before the 1911 
Revolution), Hangzhou shifan daxue xuebao 杭州师范大学学报 Journal of Hangzhou Normal College 
Vol.1, (January, 1992), pp.59-68. 
128 See “Xu Xueqiu zhuan”许雪秋列传 (An Account of Xu Xueqiu)，in Zou Lu 邹鲁，Zhongguo 
guomindang shigao中国国民党史稿(Draft History of the Chinese Nationalist Party) in Minguo 
congshu民国丛书 Collection of Republican China（Shanghai: Shanghai shudian 上海：上海书店，
1989）, Vol.26, pp.1300-1303.
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Throughout the whole uprising, people were confused about the target, and they did not 
have a consistent slogan. Some of them claimed that their aim was to replace the Qing 
Dynasty with Ming.129 After the failure of Huanggang uprising, when Xu Xueqiu sent 
his followers Wu Dongsheng and Huang Desheng to the countryside to call on more 
brotherhood society members, they set up a flag saying “overthrow the Qing, restore 
the Ming”.130  
 
It is undeniable that some of the Guangdong brotherhood societies’ leaders, such as 
Zhen Shiliang and Xu Xueqiu, were inspired by ideas like rescuing China from its 
ruling crisis. They believed in rebuilding new social orders. In the meantime, no matter 
how the revolutionaries tried to flatter the Guangdong brotherhood societies as “instant 
insurrectionary army”,131 the commoner members formed a negative aspect in the entire 
situation. First of all, they easily changed their positions in political battles. Late Qing’s 
reformists, such as Kang Youwei, noticed their military potential and tried to utilize 
them to achieve quick successes and make instant profit as well. Since their propaganda 
was supported by a stronger financial background, many brotherhood society members 
turned to join their camp without the understanding that the reformers and 
revolutionaries actually had totally different solutions to strengthen the country and to 
save it from decline. Once they found out that Kang Youwei did not pay the full amount 
                                                 
129 Huang Zhenwu 黄珍吾, Huaqiao yu zhongguo geming 华侨与中国革命 (The Chinese Overseas 
and Chinese Revolution), (Taibei: Guofang yanjiuyuan 台北：国防研究院, 1963), p.117.
130 Xinhai geming shiliao xuanji. Vol.1, p.282.
131 Winston Hsieh, “Triads, Salt Smugglers, and Local Uprisings: Observations on the Social and 
Economic Background of the Waichou Revolution of 1911” in Popular Movements and Secret Societies 
in China, 1840-1950, ed. Jean Chesneaux (Standford: Standford University Press,1972), p.147.
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of money he had promised, they returned to Guangdong and backed the revolutionary 
camp again.132
 
Secondly, the disorder in organization sometimes caused situations to move out of 
control. As they did not have clear military plans and principles, an original plan was 
frequently changed and met with a number of disasters. Before the Guangzhou uprising, 
since the action was to be suppressed by the government, some of the society members 
decided to quit and therefore deserted it before the event.133 Before the moment when 
the uprising was to start, some members also refused to obey orders because one 
revolutionary leader Yang Jueyun did not distribute the weapons fairly by giving the 
better ones to his own army, making it suicidal situation for the remaining members 
armed with the poor weapons. The uprising was forced into postponement and quickly 
failed.134 The uprising of 1908 in Qinzhou was another vivid example. As leaders of a 
brotherhood society, the relationship between Liang Ruiyang and Liang Shaoting was 
so inharmonious that the younger Liang (Shaoting) refused to follow orders at the 
slightest personal excuses. 
Involvements in political events deepened the gap between the Guangdong 
                                                 
132 More information can be found in Qiu Jie 邱捷, “Lun 1900 nian xingzhonghui yu baohuanghui zai 
Guangdong de jingzheng” “论 1900 年兴中会与保皇会在广东的竞争”(“On the Competition between 
Xingzhong hui and Baohuang hui in Guangdong during the Year of 1900”) in Sun Zhongshan lingdao 
de geming  yundong yu qingmomingchu de Guangdong 孙中山领导的革命运动与清末民初的广东 
(The Revolutions under Sun Zhongshan’s Leadership and the Guangdong Province during the Late Qing 
and Early Republican China), (Guangzhou: Guangdong renmin chubanshe 广州：广东人民出版社，
1996), pp.36-53.
133 Sun Zhongshan, Sun Zhongshan quanji, Vol.1, p.549.
134 Guangdong minguoshi yanjiuhui 广东民国史研究会 (Committee on History of Guangdong during 
the Republican Period) ed., Guangdong minguoshi 广东民国史 (History of Guangdong during the 
Republican Period), (Guangzhou: Guangdong renmin chubanshe 广州: 广东人民出版社, 2004), 
pp.45-46.
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brotherhood societies’ leaders and ordinary members. Due to the fact that there was no 
efficient intermediate channel to assure the transmission of information, ordinary 
members rarely had any direct contact with revolutionaries. Thus, there was a low 
chance they actually turned political activists. 
 
Part two: Increasingly Violent 
 
The usage of collective violence had always been part of the Chinese brotherhood 
societies’ tradition, and it was repeated time and time again in Guangdong during 
China’s late imperial period. Peaceful and religious practices dropped back to the 
second place in many writings, while violent stories of banditry, smuggling, pirates and 
local feuds could easily be picked up from any historical materials. Interestingly, they 
provided an independent view, stirring up activities against both the government and 
the local society from which they had been marginalized.  
 
From protective to predatory 
 
The Guangdong brotherhood societies had a protective initiation during their earliest 
days. For most of the ordinary members, it served as an alternative for the poor to 
survive in a competition of resources. In her book “Rebels and Revolutionaries in North 
China, 1845-1945”, Elizabeth Perry raised the issue of why peasants rebelled in 
Chinese history and offered a very good paradigm to study. As a response to the harsh 
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ecosystem and administrative irrationalities, collective violence – which could be 
expressed in both predatory and protective ways – is actually an “adaptive strategy for 
survival” for Chinese peasantry.135 This logic could also be applied in the late imperial 
Guangdong, where people who joined local brotherhood societies to seek a safer 
livelihood but finally turned out predatory in fighting for the resources. 
 
Answers of this evolution are better to be found in a local political-economic 
surrounding. The proliferation of the Guangdong brotherhood societies during the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century was a result of social-economic and political 
transitions within the local landscape. Members of Guangdong were largely derived 
from the Chinese mass at the lowest level of local society: peasants who became 
wandering people (you min) and those who did not have settled land or stable jobs, and 
therefore did not belong to any powerful lineage that could provide them necessary 
protection; and those who became immigrants in the southeast China between 
Guangdong, Guangxi and Fujian Provinces; the disbanded soldiers after Qing 
government’s suppression of the Taiping Rebellion and constant warfare, and also a 
large portion of bandits which had a long and noteworthy tradition in Guangdong 
province’s history. 
 
Known as the most civilly turbulent location in China ever since the eighteenth century, 
Guangdong was also one of regions first impacted by China’s political and social 
                                                 
135 Perry Elizabeth J, Rebels and Revolutionaries in North China, 1845-1945 (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford 
University Press, 1980), p.3.
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changes in the last decade of Qing Dynasty. Bureaucracy weakening, population 
growth, tax increase and ecological disasters reflected dramatically on this region and 
produced a stage for local brotherhood societies as a new alternative of survival. 
 
The growth of the Guangdong brotherhood societies firstly attributed to an economic 
transition. The tendency for a commercialized economy since the Ming Dynasty and 
the frequent international trade among the Pearl River delta pushed the development of 
local industry while leaving the agriculture undeveloped. The problem of food 
shortage, especially rice, began to emerge as early as mid-Ming Dynasty and remained 
unsettled. This is because peasants’ interests largely laid in the cultivation of cash crops. 
Up to the early twentieth century, about eighteen percent of the population in 
Guangdong relied on imported food, which heavily influenced people’s daily life.136 In 
the year of 1901, Guangdong province imported 2,000,000 dan (a unit of weight) rice 
and grain. In the year of 1903, this amount increased quickly to 6,760,000 dan.137 
However, the population continued to grow. In the year of 1812, the official record of 
population in Guangdong was 19,174,030, which equaled 645.6% of that in 1661.138 
The cultivated acreage of per person in 1900s Guangdong was less than one mu (per 
unit area), and this amount was clearly not enough for sustaining a basic living.139 
Guangdong region was also hit by natural disasters throughout the decade prior to the 
                                                 
136 Wu Yuwen 吴郁文ed., Guangdong jingji dili  广东经济地理 (The Economic and Geography of 
Guangdong), (Guangzhou: Guangdong renmin chubanshe 广州：广东人民出版社,1999), p. 65.
137 Guangdong minguoshi, p. 20. 
138 Li Longqian 李龙潜, Mingqing Guangdong shehui jingji yanjiu明清广东社会经济研究 The social 
and economic studies of Guangdong during the Ming and Qing Dynasties (Shanghai: Shanghai guji 
chubanshe 上海：上海古籍出版社，2006), p. 264. 
139 Guangdong minguoshi, p. 20.
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1911 Revolution, such as occasional droughts and floods. For instance, in 1908, 
Guangdong experienced flood and hurricane twice, which was the “biggest disaster in 
last few decades”. Again, the rural Guangdong was obviously in the first to suffer, 
which made the peasants’ livelihood more difficult.140
 
Secondly, the local political situation would also help to explain the raising of 
intensive brotherhoods activities. The instability of local governing was the first 
hallmark of the political context in Guangdong during that period. The frequency of 
changing local officials is a good example to illustrate this point. From the 1900 to 1911, 
the Qing government replaced the governor-general of Guangdong seven times, and the 
average tenure of each was no more than one year. As a result, not only did these 
officials have insufficient time to solve the problems, but also frequent changes caused 
a lot of corruptions. As the Guangdong governor since the year of 1905, Cen 
Chunxuan once complained that, “from officials to the clerks, they all famous for 
greedy…it is not strange at all seeing bribes.”141 The decline of government efficiency 
therefore created a niche for the local brotherhood society activities. 
 
The modernizing reform, such as establishment of new education and military systems, 
promoted by the central government since 1901, had an impact among the urban 
Guangdong. But it did not reach to the broader rural society. Furthermore, inflation and 
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141 Zhu Mengyuan 朱孟源and Zhang Bofeng 章伯锋ed., Jindan bai hai 近代稗海Anecdote and 
Trifles in Modern China (Chengdu: Sichuan renmin chubanshe 成都：四川人民出版社,1985),Vol.1, 
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financial pressure was worsening due to the expense of education and military projects, 
together with the indemnity after the Opium War and the interest payment for the 
foreign loan for the deficit of Qing government. This finally became a problem for 
normal Chinese people through taxation, resulting in rent difficulties. 142  As one 
described in the beginning of the twentieth century, “There was tax on every single 
thing such as rice, paper, and even vegetables…Almost all the commodities were asked 
for taxes”.143 Take one of the tax li jin (厘金) as an example. In the year of 1910, it 
climbed to 2,764,025 tael, and the total amount was doubled in about ten years.144
 
As the slogan “when officials oppress, the people rebel” indicates, the resentment from 
desperate people grew with the numerous levies and the subsequent rising of rice 
price.145 The poor needed to find a way to express their dissatisfaction, and on their own 
chose to take part in collective actions. The brotherhood societies were simply an 
organization which provided immediate protection or helped gain quick benefits, which 
suited the problem perfectly. The Triads especially, who were frequently involved in 
salt smugglers at the usual time, enrolled in Huizhou uprising in the year of 1911 as a 
response to the government’s squeeze for salt revenues.146 Towards the end of Qing, 
                                                 
142 Zhang Shouzhong 张守中ed., Zhang Renjun jiashu riji 张人俊家书日记 (The Diary and Letters 
of Zhang Renjun), (Beijing: Zhongguo wenshi chubanshe 北京：中国文史出版社，1993), pp.137-138.
143 Xinhai geming qian shinianjian minbian dang’an shiliao 辛亥革命前十年间民变档案史料 
(Archival Materials on Popular Uprisings before the 1911 Revolution), (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju 北京：
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145 See John Lust, “Secret Societies, Popular Movements, and the 1911 Revolution”, in Popular 
Movements and Secret Societies in China, 1840-1950, ed. Jean Chesneaux (Standford: Standford 
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146 See Winston Hsieh, “Triads, Salt Smugglers, and Local uprisings: Observations on the Social and 
Economic Background of the Waichow Revolution of 1911”, pp.161-164. 
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collective violence saw the occasional participation of peasants, local residents, and 
political opportunists in Guangdong. 
 
Social Riots and Criminal Activities 
 
During the last decade of Qing, central China, southeast China and even the north 
China in which the capital city was located, were filled with common revolts that were 
closely connected to either local bandits or brotherhood societies. C.K.Yang, by going 
through the Qing official record, suggested that there were 653 revolts taking place in 
China between 1896 and 1911. 147 Another statistic revealed that from 1902 to 1911, 
more than 1,300 revolts actually broke out.148 As these were only cases recorded by the 
government, it is doubtless that there were in fact more revolts taking place among the 
rural China. Normally these revolts were all stimulated by some spontaneous reason or 
event, such as the protest against the new tax policy,149 or to show the dissatisfaction 
toward the new political and social reforms carried out recently by the central 
government.150 Interestingly, most of the revolts were claiming that “guan bi min fan” 
(the government [corruption or harshness] forced the people into it), which implied that 
if the government was upright and just, there would be no possibility of such 
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Guangdong brotherhood societies were largely involved in the anti-government 
revolts as a reaction to living or identity crisis. However, these riots happened much 
earlier than revolutionary uprisings, and continued on their own without much 
influence or support from the revolutionary side during the early twentieth century. 
The fact that Guangdong brotherhood society could be a serious security problem for 
the local society became increasingly obvious from 1900 to 1910. Not only did it draw 
government attention, their efforts also became more obvious. Local residents recalled 
that “the brotherhood societies gave out the piao151 to collect the money; they built high 
stages to call for members, gathering hundreds and thousands of people. Conspiracy or 
extortion became a usual practice for them, since the bandits also joined their company 
for high monetary profits. They spread their presence out among almost all the small 
and remote villages so that it became impossible to drive them all out.”152 Some of them 
were even involved in destroying local schools and caused chaos.153
 
In April of 1907, one of the brotherhood society leaders, Liu Enyu, gathered some three 
thousand members to stand against the new tax policy of sugar. This troop formed by 
brotherhood society members attacked San’na County and shocked the local 
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government.154 Such revolts were common in Guangdong and soon spread to other part 
of southeast China. In 1910, in Xin’an County of Guangdong, people gathered together 
to swear brotherhood promises and moved against the government plan to assign 
doorplate numbers, as they considered it as a new method for collecting capitation. 
Due to the networking involving the neighboring villages in gaining support for the 
demonstration, the government was forced to stop its plan.155
 
In comparison with such dispersive and small-scale revolts, a proportion of 
brotherhood society activity can be considered as well-organized and relatively formal. 
In the 28th year of Guangxu Period, the Qing government caught a brotherhood society 
leader Hong Quanfu – a relative of Hong Xiuquan – who managed to encourage people 
in Guangzhou and Huizhou Prefectures to join him in rebellion. Some banners similar 
to the Piao were rummaged up by the Qing officials with the words “Great Ming 
Kingdom, the general of restoring the Han in South Guangdong”. The organization had 
no specific name, but was running the same system as a brotherhood society. Their goal 
was to attack the Guangzhou city. According to Qing government’s record, one of his 
follower Liu Dashen, who used to be a bandit, promised to call in some three thousand 
people for Hong Quanfu. 156 Many brotherhood society members pledged to join in his 
plan and were caught by the government. Even though they did not succeed in 
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replacing the local government, they did think about restoring “the great Ming 
Dynasty”. This uprising definitely sent a warning signal to the government. 
 
From Money Donator to Employee 
 
Although they were hired as temporary fighting forces in local feuds, the Guangdong 
brotherhood societies were never used as mercenary armies in the early twentieth 
century. Ordinary members used to treat their money donation as part of the duty for 
joining a certain brotherhood; the money would be used if any of their “brothers” 
encounter difficulties. They began being driven mostly by instant profit, the pay came 
from whichever approach. 
 
Involvement in lineage conflicts already became a wildly developed business of selling 
their service in late nineteenth century. In 1853 at Fan Yu County, in joining an ongoing 
conflict between two clans, the Triads in Guangdong agreed to a reward of four dollars 
for killing each of the employer’s opponents. Furthermore, when choosing their 
employer, the brotherhood societies randomly picked the one who offered the highest 
price to sell their force.157 This pursuit of money was the first and the most important 
reason for driving them into a revolutionary camp. Evidence indicates that it is more 
accurate to describe the relationship between the revolutionaries and the Guangdong 
brotherhood societies that joined uprisings as an employer and his employees. 
                                                 
157 Frederic Wakeman, Jr. “The Secret Societies of Guangdong,1800-1856”, in Popular Movements and 
Secret Societies in China, 1840-1950, ed. Jean Chesneaux (Standford: Standford University Press,1972), 
p.35. 
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 Lilia Borokh quoted that, “His [Sun Yat-sen’s] followers went everywhere to recruit 
people. They recruited fighters in his name, promising the imbeciles they pay each one 
ten pieces of foreign coin. And the people rushed to hire themselves out.”158 The 
research suggests that these detachments recruited from the Guangdong brotherhood 
societies were merely “mercenary”. 159  The only efficient way adopted by the 
revolutionary to get more soldiers, was to pay each of the participants who come from 
the local brotherhood societies. After the failure of this first uprising organized by Xing 
Zhong Hui, Sun Yat-sen also “distributed money to the leaders of the detachments and 
dismissed them.” 160  Hiring themselves out to different political groups became 
increasingly seen in Guangdong and general Chinese brotherhood society activities 
since that point onwards. The brotherhood society thus became the servant of many 
different social groups.  
 
The Guangdong brotherhood societies at that moment became almost purely 
profit-seekers. If the mutual-aid purpose used to be a main motivation of forming a 
brotherhood society to protect them, now they could fight with any force, including the 
Qing troops, the local lineages, and even the other brotherhood societies. From that 
period, the term of ‘mercenary’ became one of their most vivid labels, and violence 
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The first impression of the Guangdong brotherhood societies’ evolution during the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century would be a tendency of fragmentation. The new 
faces in their organization, such as local scholar-gentry and radical revolutionaries, not 
only changed the configuration of the organization, but also became the cause in their 
engagement in activities beyond the traditional mutual protection and part-time 
robbery. However, an alliance between the leaderships of Guangdong brotherhood 
societies and revolutionaries was tenuous in nature. One should notice that the leaders 
and members of individual brotherhood society reacted in totally different ways to the 
project of forging a new political order. While the leaders of the Guangdong 
brotherhood societies shared the joy of political achievements with their revolutionary 
partners, the ordinary members remained tepid in reaction to the playing out of the 
transforming politics. The passive role that they adopted in revolutionary uprisings 
disappointed Sun Yat-sen, his supporters and even republican historians.  
 
Those who were not affected by the revolutionary ideology became more aggressive 
on a local stage through the interruption of social and economic orders. Violent 
approaches were more frequently used and the protective part of their tradition soon 
turned destructive. Carrying out favors for monetary profit was previously low-key in 
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the Guangdong brotherhood society’s tradition during the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. Now, it became the strongest tie that bonded the members together, but for 
which they also broke the oath. Ordinary members of Guangdong brotherhood 
societies used to be money donators and hoped for mutual assistant from other 
members. However, they found out joining in some collective criminal was a quicker 
way of getting money and thus soon turned merely profit-seekers. 
 
Guangdong brotherhood societies were hardly a complex before, and not any more ever 
afterwards. Those who believed in Sun Yat-sen’s dream devoted their money and life 
into the 1911 Revolution and sometimes were remembered as national heroes, however, 
those who were not affected so much, went into a deeper and darker world of their own.
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Chapter Four: From an External Perspective: Discourses and Actions from an 
Elite World 
 
In a constantly changing environment within China during the early twentieth century, 
it is impossible to gain an extensive knowledge of the Guangdong brotherhood 
societies' evolution, without comparing it against the factors of its social and political 
surroundings. This chapter discusses the contextual background surrounding of the 
society, focuses on discussing the social-political environment in which the society 
developed, and attempts to explain the attitude of an elite-society toward this non-elite 
phenomenon (class-based) and how the prevalent image of mimi shehui (“secret 
society”) or dixia shehui (“underground society”) was created.  
 
External factors – such as government policies, the execution of local law and the 
opinion of contemporary public expression – played an important role in shaping the 
portrayal of the Guangdong brotherhood societies. Such portrayals were often biased 
in nature and further mystified the image that the Guangdong brotherhood societies 
presented to a conventional society. However, such attempts also clearly marginalized 
their position in the society.  
 
Apart from this, if there were previous compromises made between the Qing 
government and the brotherhood societies before the late nineteenth century, this 
balance gradually collapsed during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. The 
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transforming social-political environment changed the livelihood of Guangdong 
brotherhood society and drew them into the complex of heterodoxy in the late 
imperial China.  
 
Part one: Increasingly Marginalized: the Guangdong Brotherhood Societies in a 
Cultural and Social Portrait 
 
Contemporary Narratives: Newspapers and Intellectuals 
 
The contemporary Chinese intellectuals’ narratives on Chinese brotherhood societies 
form a significant perspective, from which a clearer picture of the societies in a social 
context can be outlined. Intellectual writers, who were the representatives of the public 
opinion during the last decade of the Qing Dynasty, provided vivid descriptions of the 
Chinese brotherhood society to the populace, often impressing them with the 
astonishing stories. Across the course of the first decade of the twentieth century China, 
the brotherhood society in Guangdong was much like a dark creature hiding under a 
stone at the bottom of Chinese rural society, but repeatedly dragged into the light time 
and again by the media. 
 
Generally speaking, the editorial articles that were found mostly express their opinion 
on how to deal with the problem of the Guangdong brotherhood society; such articles 
subsequently had a great impact on the forming the methods of governing them. First 
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of all, the authors were devoted towards learning more of the so-called “essential 
nature” of these brotherhoods. Early in the year 1900 the Shen Bao published an article 
named “On the government should strictly prohibit the brotherhood societies to destroy 
the sprout of rebellions (Lun eluanmeng yi yancha menghui 论遏乱萌宜严查盟会)”. 
It pointed out that the nature of the brotherhood society made it difficult to wipe them 
out completely; when you destroyed the society, it was able to recover at a fast speed. 
The article further asserts that the society was tied closely with possible rebellions. In 
terms of why the brotherhood societies attracted so many people in such a short time, it 
did not offer any dissimilar interpretation from the usual stereotype, saying that their 
members were either silly people who were seduced by the preaching, or cowardly 
people who were easily frightened by threats.161
 
Another example would be an article commenting on “the reasons why the Guangdong 
brotherhood societies rebel”.162 According to the author, there were two reasons behind 
the insurgency which broke out in Guangdong. On one side, the well-educated Sun 
Yat-sen and his followers persuaded the people to rebel by using a propaganda that 
mixed the concept of “freedom and equal rights” and “overthrow the government”. The 
second reason stemmed from the working class people who were also mostly 
craftsmen. They felt it was unfair that they received such meager rewards after their 
hard work, while the rich people were able to easily enjoy their wealth. They wanted to 
                                                 
161 “Lun eluanmeng yi yancha menghui” “论遏乱萌宜严查盟会” (“On the Government Should Strictly 
Prohibit the Brotherhood Societies to Destroy the Sprout of Eebellions ”), Shen Bao 申报（The 
Shanghai Daily）, [64] 289, 24 February, 1900. 
162 “Tuilun yuefei mouluan zhiyou” “推论粤匪谋乱之由” (Analysis of the Reasons Why the 
Guangdong Brotherhood Societies Rebel”), Shen Bao 申报 (The Shanghai Daily), [73] 169, 5 February, 1903. 
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receive an equal share of the property, achievable through the rebellions. The author 
blamed Sun Yat-sen as a “chief bandit” and indicated the brotherhood societies were 
simply simple-brained. 
 
Comments such as, “the brotherhood societies gathered to do harmful things and to 
escape from the government’s punishment. If the size of group is small, they rob and 
kill people; if the size becomes bigger, they think about rebellions.” appeared 
frequently. These discourses suggested that the origin of the revolts was the 
brotherhood societies and the members were “ordinary people when they are dispelled 
but bandits when they get together”. Thus, the preoccupation was to check all growth 
of the brotherhoods in order to stop the rebellions.163
 
This was also not an isolated case. Another article further convinced the readers that 
the Guangdong brotherhood societies were too numerous to be easily rid of. Therefore, 
the author suggested that heavier punishment should be enacted on them, since light 
punishment was not effective in instilling the fear of the legal system in the 
members.164 It mentioned that a priority is the local governor, who should be more 
sensitive about any potential brotherhood society activities even if they appeared at 
times to be simply based on superstitious activities. They believed that the rebellions 
                                                 
163  “Lun eluanmeng yi yancha menghui” “论遏乱萌宜严查盟会” (“On the Government should Strictly 
Prohibit the Brotherhood Societies to Destroy the Sprout of Rebellions ”), Shen Bao 申报（The 
Shanghai Daily）, [64] 289, 24 February, 1900. 
164 “Yuedu zhidao congyan zhi zhengjian” “粤督治盗从严之政见” (“The Political Opinions of Why 
the Guangdong Governor should Deal with the Bandits Strictly”), Shen Bao, [107] 793, 18 
August,1910. 
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caused by the brotherhood society can be avoided by nipping them in the bud (防患于
未然).165 So by prohibiting any kind of brotherhood society before they are initiated, 
this becomes a useful solution to eradicate them and eventually solve the social 
problem. 
 
Obviously the authors thought that the Qing authorities should not take a mild approach 
to deal with the brotherhood societies. In the above articles, they strongly 
recommended that the government should give up the idea on applying punishments 
only in the situation if “they are bandits, not whether they are brotherhood society or 
not.”166 Rather than arresting people accused of possessing an anti-government attitude, 
the authors insisted that the brotherhoods were also not innocent, and should therefore 
be wiped out. 
 
Generally speaking, the intellectuals during that period were mostly regarding the 
brotherhood societies as the enemy of the local security and state control. Therefore, 
the punishment suggested by them was even harsher than what was normally carried 
out by the government itself. However, the opinions convinced the government’s 
attitude that the brotherhood society was a harmful influence on society and should be 
wiped out. 
 
Apart from that, there are newspaper reports that go into detail when referring to the 
                                                 
165 “Souchu fumang ce” “搜除伏莽策” (“Strategies of Searching and Eliminating the Potential 
Bandits”), Shen Bao, [65] 347，14 June, 1910. 
166 Ibid. 
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nature of these organizations. First, the motivation of joining in the brotherhood 
societies was the most frequently discussed issue in these reports. The participation of 
members was often portrayed in the passive manner; the members participated because 
certain leaders instigated them to do so. One of the interpretations was described as 
“seduce people to join” (youren ruhui 诱人入会). Shen Bao mentioned that the Triads 
in eastern Guangdong seduced people to join them and managed to gather nearly ten 
thousand people to follow them. Their plan to rob the rich and to involve in local feuds 
was probably the attractive conditions.167  
 
Many elements can be used for persuading people to get a membership. In the 
Xiangshan County the brotherhood societies taught their members martial art. The 
level of teaching varies, depending on the amount of money the members were able to 
pay. 168  Since people often needed to protect themselves from both natural and 
man-made disasters, they were often willing to join the brotherhood societies and learn 
these skills to survive better. Superstitious belief was another powerful reason for 
people to be attracted by the brotherhood societies. One report in Shen Bao said that a 
man disguised himself as a woman with mastery in magic powers in order to persuade 
people to join his brotherhood society; however, his true intention was actually to 
kidnap women and cheat people of their money.169 The fear of being bullied by the 
                                                 
167 “Feirao huaiji” “匪扰淮集” (“The Bandits disturbed the Huaiji County”), Shen Bao, [78] 217，3 
October, 1904. 
168 “Tongchi yanban huifei” “通饬严办会匪” (“The Announcement of Punishing the Brotherhood 
Societies Strictly”), Shen Bao, [82] 330, 18 February, 1906.
169 “Chaozhou yihetuanfei fuqi” “潮州义和团匪复起” (“The Revival of the Box Rebellions in 
Chaozhou Prefecture”), Shen Bao, [80] 183, 21 May, 1905.  
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others drove people into the brotherhood protection as well. Two third of the population 
among local place were part of the brotherhood society because that they were trying to 
escape from being bullied.170 As always, money was a great temptation. When the 
Triads in Raopin County of Guangdong tried to get more people to enter their 
organization, the leaders dressed up in black and brought a white cloth embroidered 
with an eagle, a dragon, and the name of their lodges. They promised people who 
would like to join that they would pay each one of them four yuan, and twenty yuan to 
those who had their own guns.171 This method of recruitment became a continuing 
tradition. The Triads in Guangzhou recruited members through a shop owner Liang 
Wuguang in order to initiate an uprising; they paid five yuan for each member to gather 
as many people as possible. 172
 
Later, this type of activities spread to the neighboring provinces. Some reports showed 
that the Triads tried to persuade people along the borderline between Guangdong and 
Fujian province to recruit more people.173 Goals such as the need of money, or as a way 
of showing their anger were described in these reports as the initial motive of 
organizing brotherhood society, but the issue of need of protection was only briefly 
mentioned. 
 
                                                 
170 “Yueyuan niji ji” “粤垣逆迹记” (“Notes of Bandits in Guangdong”), Shen Bao, [73] 325, 3 March, 
1903.  
171 “Raopingxian feihao” “饶平县匪耗” (“The News of Bandits in Raoping County”), Shen Bao, [87] 
76, 8 March,1907. 
172 “Gang’ao jifei ji” “港澳缉匪记” (“Notes of Capturing the Bandits in Hong Kong and Macau”), 
Shen Bao, [73] 236, 16 February, 1903.  
173 “Chana huifei goujie ren ruhui” “查拿会匪勾结人入会” (“The Search and Capture of Brotherhood 
Societies that Seduced People to Join”), Shen Bao, [82] 242, 7 February, 1906. 
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Furthermore, there were reports about how the brotherhood societies “force people to 
join.”(poren ruhui迫人入会) In Raopin County of Chaozhou Prefecture, for example, 
the Triads threatened people to join them. The villagers were scared and they lighted up 
the lanterns to warn each other.174 The same kind of scene happened in Zengcheng 
County where people were forced to join the longmen hui (The Dragon Gate Society) 
which was a branch of the Triads, and had to pay money to it. As mentioned in the 
earlier chapter, paying fee was a natural part of the Guangdong brotherhood society’s 
tradition. However, the report used this as a proof of violence.175
 
Many commentaries emphasized on the point that the members of these brotherhood 
societies did not take their memberships seriously. Shen Bao mentioned that one of the 
members got drunk and encouraged people in the tavern to follow him as a member of 
brotherhood.176 It also reported that the Chaozhou Prefecture government arrested fifty 
pig sellers for suspecting them as rebels. Later it was discovered that they only joined 
the brotherhood society as an army because of the high reward.177
 
The newspapers also claimed that the results of joining a brotherhood society were not 
always positive. One brotherhood society in Changle County maintained a set of five 
rules that its members agreed to obey. One member was consequently reprimanded by 
                                                 
174  “Dianqing Zhenya Raoping huifei” “电请镇压饶平会匪” (“Telegraph of Request to Suppress the 
Brotherhood Societies in Raoping”), Shen Bao, [81] 530, 2 November, 1905. 
175 “Dongyue feiqing” “东粤匪情” (“The Situation of Bandits in East Guangdong”), Shen Bao, [78] 
660, 6 December, 1904. 
176 “Huifei yinzui bailu” “会匪因醉败露” (“The Disclosure of Brotherhood Societies Because of a 
Drunk Member”), Shen Bao, [87]227, 9 February, 1907.  
177 “Shantou pianmai zhuzai youwen” “汕头骗卖猪仔又闻” (“Another Piece of News in Shaotou 
about the Pig Sellers were Cheated”), Shen Bao, [88] 576, 15 June, 1907. 
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the society because his wife was pregnant. Sex was one of the activities which were not 
allowed in this brotherhood society. To avoid the punishment, he lied to the society that 
it was not his child. However, the excuse did not convince others. To show his loyalty 
to the society, he had to sell his wife to continue to be a member of it.178 This negative 
influence was stressed on by the author who called the entire situation a “farce”. 
 
It is perhaps more accurate to separate the activities of brotherhood societies from the 
normal banditry or small scale mass action incidents. However, the articles often treat 
these activities as the same kind. Just as Susan Naquin pointed out, “It is an 
unremarkable but unhappy fact that we have too often learned about the ordinary 
people of past times not through the individual activities that make up the fabric of 
everyday life but through occasional explosive acts of organized violence”.179  
 
The extremely violent and restless characteristics of the Guangdong brotherhood 
societies were the most often subjects touched on by the intellectuals, although in 
reality these characteristics did not tell the complete story. The intellectuals 
highlighted the role of the brotherhood societies only when they were involved in 
social disturbance, which therefore created a biased picture. It convinced the 
government again that Guangdong brotherhood society was not different from their 
other enemy – the “huifei”(brotherhood bandits会匪） or “dangfei” (party bandits党
                                                 
178 “Ruhui maiqi zhi xiaobing” “入会卖妻之笑柄” (“The Farce of Selling the Wife to Join a 
Brotherhood Society”), Shen Bao, [98] 6, 10 December, 1908.  
179 Susan Naquin, Shantung Rebellion: the Wang Lun Uprising of 1774 (New Haven: Yale University 




Brotherhood Societies in Revolutionaries’ Imaginary 
 
Interestingly, among another group of well-educated people, we see a totally different 
point of view on the Guangdong brotherhood society. For the purpose of mobilizing as 
much power as they could, the revolutionary party lead by Sun Yat-sen portrayed the 
Guangdong brotherhood in their propaganda as national heroes. 
 
In a conversation with the Japanese political activist Miyazaki Torazo (宫崎寅藏), Sun 
Yat-sen said that “Our uprising must gain the trust and support from the Triads. Only 
with the close contact with them, we can organize a complete revolutionary troop.”181 
Although it was more like a practical concern, brotherhood societies from then on were 
given the definition of “main force” in many discourses by Sun. To encourage a larger 
following, he even summarized that about 80 or 90 percent of the local people of Hui, 
Chao, and Jia County in Guangzhou Prefecture who were already members of the 
brotherhood societies as possessing the strong will to “overthrow the Qing and restore 
                                                 
180 The term Fei was used by the Qing authority to describe any of their political enemies. Although 
literally it means banditry, it does not necessarily use only for the banditry, also it was used as a title for 
the secret societies and secret religions.     
181 Hao Shengchao 郝盛潮 ed., Sun Zhongshan jiwaiji bubian 孙中山集外集补编 (Complement of 
Sun Zhongshan’s Collections), （Shanghai: Shanghai renmin chubanshe 上海：上海人民出版社 1994）, 
p.9. Miyazaki Torazo宫崎寅藏, a Japanese political activist who was sent by the foreign office of 
Japanese government and had close contact with Sun Yat-sen and got interested in many revolutionary 
affairs during the republican revolutionary time. He became an important figure who introduced Sun 
Yat-sen to many Japanese people who supported the 1911 Revolution. See Duan Yunzhang 段云章，Sun 
Wen yu riben shishi biannian 孙文与日本史事编年  (The Chronicle of Sun Wen and Japan), 
(Guangzhou: Guangdong renmin chubanshe广州：广东人民出版社，1996), pp.30-31. More details 
about their friendship, see his autobiography, Sanshisan nian zhi meng 三十三年之梦（The Thirty-three 
Year’s Dream）,（Tokyo, 1926）, pp. 117-183. 
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the Ming”. These brotherhood societies were widespread among the provinces among 
southeast China.182 According to Sun Yat-sen’s optimistic conclusion, these people 
were all ready to arm themselves and would play the most important role in 
revolution.183 Similar comments also appealed the other revolutionaries. For example, 
they declared that “the emotion of hating the Qing government lasted for a long time, it 
only needs us to light up and will be a big fire then”.184 Also they insisted that, “the 
secret societies have no difference from us” and “we have the same dream of driving 
out the Manchu.”185
 
However, this belief was not as firm as it looked like. Inside the revolutionary camp 
dissension existed and even the evaluation of brotherhood societies sometimes was 
expressed in two different ways. Sun Yat-sen himself, for instance, while insisting that 
“within the mainland China, only secret society members would not be confused by 
conversations on the revolution and the overthrow of the Manchus,”186 also showed his 
disappointment soon. “These people are not well-educated, their organization are 
scattered; they only can used as a power of response, but not as an essential impetus of 
the revolution.”187
 
He was also not alone in this point; this contradictory stance was also common among 
                                                 
182 About this point, it is not well-informed. Concrete information on it was quite slim.
183 Sun Zhongshan, The Whole Selection of Sun Yat-sen’s Works, (Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju,1981), vol.1, 
p.183, and p.87.
184 Zhongguo shixuehui ed., Xinhai geming, Vol.2, p.541.
185 Zhongguo shixuehui ed., Xinhai geming, Vol.4, p.277.
186 Sun Zhongshan, Selected Works of Sun Yat-sen, Vol.1, p.195.
187Ibid., p.197.
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other revolutionaries, questioning whether the alliance with Guangdong brotherhood 
society was workable. Here, one of the revolutionaries’ comments was a typical one 
showing their deep suspect, “brotherhood societies are easy to mobilize, but difficult to 
work successfully with: if we win the revolution, they will become aggressive and 
uncontrollable, otherwise they are impatient and would cause further trouble to the 
society.”188 Moreover, some radicals’ explanations tell that the original purpose of them 
was not to educate the brotherhood societies but to “issue orders to these people in the 
future revolution”189 Their remarks also pointed out that, “Initially, our revolution only 
wants to utilize the brotherhood societies to create an atmosphere to lead to the success 
of our movement, but these people are naive and ignorant.”190 Nevertheless, many of 
them did realize the potential problems of utilizing Guangdong brotherhood societies. 
But, they were also working from within the revolutionary camp, and therefore did not 
need to directly approach the brotherhood society itself. Tan Renfen suggested that the 
problem could not be solved in such a radical fashion, because the rabbles that were 
recruited temporarily by the revolutionaries would in the end block the road of the 
revolution.191
                                                 
188 Yang Yuru 杨玉如, Xinhai geming xianzzhuji 辛亥革命先著记 (The Decisive Steps of the 1911 
Revolution) (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe 北京：科学出版社，1971), p.11.
189 Chen Shaobai 陈少白, “Xingzhonghui geming shiyao” 兴中会革命史要 (The Essential History of 
the Xingzhonghui) in Zhongguo shixue hui 中国史学会（Chinese Historical Association) ed., Xinhai 
geming 辛亥革命 (The Revolution of 1911) (Shanghai: Remin chubanshe 上海：人民出版社, 1957), 
Vol.1, pp.60-61.
190 Huazhong shifan xueyuan lishixi华中师范大学历史系 (History department of Huazhong Normal 
School) ed., Xinhai geming shiqi e’bei jianghuhui qiyi diaocha ziliao huibian 辛亥革命时期鄂北江湖
会起义调查资料汇编 (Collection of Investigation Materials on Jiang Hu Hui uprisings in Hubei 
Province during the 1911 Revolution), p.47.
191 Shi Fangqin 石芳勤 ed., Tan Renfeng ji 谭人凤集 (The Collection of Tan Renfeng), (Hunan: Hunan 
renmin chubanshe 湖南：湖南人民出版社, 1985), pp.10-11. Tan Renfeng (1860-1920), was born in 
Hunan Province. He was an activist during the pre-1911 period, and one of the main initiators of Hua 
Xing Hui (The China Revival Society). He had close relationship with local brotherhood society since 
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The so-called natural connection, which was emphasized by the revolutionaries during 
that time, was overly shallow. This also explains why the political propaganda did not 
help in the cooperation between the revolutionaries and the brotherhood societies. 
Nonetheless, through the use of such propaganda, a different face of Guangdong 
brotherhood society was presented in conjunction with the theme of “overthrow the 
Qing, restore the Ming”. These propagandas, together with occasional participation in 
political movements, echoed with the Qing government’s anxieties about brotherhood 
societies being “rebellious” and therefore put the Guangdong brotherhood societies in 
the spotlight. 
 
Interaction within a Local World: the Brotherhood societies versus Local Gentry 
 
In place of the discourses of both the social media and intellectual revolutionaries, an 
interaction with the local setting would bring us closer to the realities that the 
Guangdong brotherhood societies had to face at the time. Although in their teachings or 
in popular folk lore they were sometimes described as a kind of “Robin Hood” since 
they regarded “plunder the rich to aid the poor (jiefu jipin 劫富济贫)” as part of their 
doctrine,192 they were not always welcomed by the local people and their relation to the 
local society were rarely harmonious. 
 
                                                                                                                                            
1903, and met Sun Yat-sen in 1906. After joining in the Tongmeng hui (The United League Society), he 
became one of the activists who planned a series of anti-Manchu uprisings before the 1911 Revolution. 
192 Zhongguo diyi lishi dang’anguan 中国第一历史档案馆(First Historical Archives of China) ed., 
Guangxuchao zhupizouzhe 光绪朝朱批奏折 (Secret Memorials with Vermilion Endorsements of the 
Guangxu Period),Vol. 119, p.317, 175.
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It is a pity that we do not have enough materials at hand to conclude in more detail of 
the ordinary people’s collective memories about the Guangdong brotherhood societies. 
However, the clash between the brotherhood societies and the local gentry should be an 
interesting case for study. The Guangdong gentry constituted a special group of people 
in southeast China’s rural society during the late imperial China. They were mostly 
well-educated and degree holders; they further enjoyed many privileges in terms of 
political, cultural and economic aspects. Because of that, they were largely involved 
into the governing of local society.193 During the eighteenth century and even before, 
the Chinese gentry often played the role of an intermediary between government and 
the people. But as Mary Wright argued that till the early nineteenth century, things 
started to change and the relationship between the gentry and the local government 
became unbalanced.194 Up to the late nineteenth century, as the gentry played a more 
and more important part in the local autonomy by organizing and commanding their 
own militia, they had a more intensive contact with the Guangdong brotherhood 
societies. When facing the problem of local unrest, the gentry were actively involved 
in making policies, hunting the members and meting the punishment. All these 
enthusiasm was born partly out of their own self-interests and partly out of their special 
status. 
 
While holding a relatively high status within the local society, the Guangdong gentry 
                                                 
193 Zhang Zhongli 张仲礼, Zhongguo shishen 中国士绅 (The Chinese Gentry), (Shanghai: Shehui 
kexueyuan chubanshe 上海：社会科学院出版社, 1991), p.5.
194 Mary Wright, China in Revolution: the first Phrase, 1900-1913 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1968),pp. 298-299. 
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had to take certain responsibilities, especially during the late imperial time, when the 
Qing officials of the local government cared little about their usual administrative 
duties. On the one side, the gentry took on a necessary part of the local administrative 
tasks, either because they were requested by the local officials or because they had 
offered their help as a volunteer. For example, as early as the nineteenth century, the 
Guangdong Governor Zhu Guizhen put out an announcement claiming that, “the gentry 
are leaders of the local people, and they are the hope of the local society. Therefore, you 
gentry should do your best to guide the people, and to assist my strategy.”195 On the 
other side, as the biggest beneficiary of the local economy, it became crucial for the 
Guangdong gentry to maintain the order of the society, as this also protected their own 
lands and properties. In the meanwhile, as a group of traditional intellectuals fostered 
by the Confucianism, they considered themselves as playing a leading role to uphold 
orthodox culture. All these responsibilities were the major reasons why there was a 
long-term attrition between them and the brotherhood societies. 
 
There was a long history of the conflicting motions between the gentry and the 
brotherhood societies. As early as the Jiaqing period (1796-1820), there were already 
frequent cases of the Heaven and Earth Society plundering the gentry. An example is 
the Zencheng district – in 1817 the Heaven and Earth Society plundered local gentry 
Luo Tianji and Tan Lanqing’s house, looting money, jewelry and clothes from these 
gentry’s families.196 The gentry’s response to the outrage was equally forceful. During 
                                                 
195 Aomen yuebao 澳门月报 The Monthly Journal of Macao, 1，11 (March, 1833), p.461.
196 Memorial from the governor-general of Guangdong and Guangxi Woshen bu and the Guangdong 
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the arrest of the members from the Heaven and Earth Society in 1801 at Yangjiang 
district, more than seventy local gentry assisted the government to hunt the 
brotherhood society members. They were reported as “very serious and provided a 
great deal of help”.197 The disharmony between the two sides can thus be seen as early 
as in this period: the brotherhood societies regarded the gentry as the most convenient 
object to get property from, whereas the gentry regarded the brotherhood societies as a 
social menace and a threat to their interests. 
 
By the start of the twentieth century, the situation had quickly deteriorated. The 
raising of some upper level gentry in Guangdong made them sometimes enemy of 
people who suffered from poverty and therefore lost their support. As a result, the 
gentry were the primary target that the brotherhood societies chose to attack. Their land 
and their belongings were attractive for the local brotherhood societies that needed the 
money badly, who also did not care about using violent methods. In 1901, the 
brotherhood societies in Guangzhou would send the gentry a mail to announce the date 
on which they planned to come and ask for money; this would be followed by threats 
such as burning the gentry’s house to ruins. Such forms of blackmail became a 
common thing in the leading prefecture.198 Seven years later, a similar case as seen in 
Guangzhou was how the gentry tried to intervene when they found out that the local 
                                                                                                                                            
governor Sun Yuting, in Junjichu lufu zouzhe 军机处录副奏折 (Grand Councial File Copies of 
Memorials), 1805 (date missing).
197 Memorial from the governor-general of Guangdong and Guangxi Lu Jiqing, in Junjichu lufu zouzhe, 
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Triads were gambling publicly during the daytime, and also swearing in brotherhood in 
the countryside. But the angry members of the Triads not only resisted but also 
occupied the gentry’s office instead, to continue gambling, to the extent of driving the 
gentry out of the place.199
 
While the brotherhood societies were growing quickly, the gentry also became the first 
known group which actively hunt and wipe out them. Since they were most familiar 
with the setting of local society and controlled some local militia, the gentry were often 
the first to report to the government runners clues to the brotherhood societies’ hiding 
place in order to facilitate the search. For instance, in the year 1905 the gentry Li 
Zhanqui of the Huizhou prefecture was accompanied by fellow gentry to make a 
request of the local governor to arrest the brotherhood societies as soon as possible 
because they were “ready to commit rebellion”. The government further promised that 
the gentry would receive a bonus as long as they could cooperate in the hunt.200
 
Moreover, in some cases the gentry even carried out their own fighting with the 
brotherhood societies. In fact, many cases that were recorded throughout the last ten 
years of Qing indicated that they were the most efficient figures to trace down the 
suspected brotherhood societies’ hiding place and catch them. There was one 
mentioned in 1905’s Guangzhou of how some “Great Bandit” was hiding at some 
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villager’s house, and it was one of the gentry who received the information first and 
went to capture him. In many occasions the gentry were faster to act than the local 
officials.201
 
There are exceptional cases in which the gentry protected the brotherhood societies, 
but only when they were able to share the plundered loot with them or to hire them in 
some of the local feuds.202 However, cooperation did not last long, and most of the 
upper-level gentry who watched the local moral regarded the brotherhood societies as 
dangerous opponents, and often spent most of their resources and manpower to settle 
this problem together with the local officials. The gentry were similar in many ways to 
the local governors, standing at the same position as the governors in the management 
of the crisis.  
 
Chased by both the local officials and an extra-bureaucratic group,203 the brotherhood 
societies rarely received the chance to be treated as a normal part of society. The 
tension between the two parties was therefore intensified on both sides. The irony is 
that the brotherhood societies were actually a crucial part of local society as their 
activities were largely based on the people’s daily life, but in the orthodox system of the 
local society they were classed as outsiders in a sweeping categorization. This 
categorization did not change even if they were doing harmless functions, such as 
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wearing a brotherhood society title. This dilemma finally drove the brotherhood 
societies to create and occupy a restless vacuum that did not belong to any order.    
 
Part two: From the Brotherhood Societies to the Secret Societies 
 
The Phenomenon: from Non-secret to Secret 
 
An interesting question to ask would be in which the period the Guangdong 
brotherhood societies were first titled as the “secret societies”. External elements 
played a crucial part in this transformation, which includes both the central government 
and the local executives of Qing law. Although both central and local level Qing 
authorities tried hard to solve this problem, the measures they took caused the tension 
between official power and the brotherhood societies to become stronger, rather than 
abated. 
 
One should notice that the brotherhood societies were not initially that “secret” among 
the rural Guangdong society. They were known by the local people and sometimes did 
even not bother to hide their identity. In Xiangshan County of Guangdong, the 
brotherhood societies – called shafei （sand bandit沙匪）by the local government – 
was so fearless of the local authority that they organized their associations publicly and 
forced each villager to pay six yuan as a fee of membership. A large feast was held to 
celebrate it and around thousand people joined the ceremony while the local officials 
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stood by, unable to intervene.204
 
The Guangdong brotherhood societies started drawing the Qing government’s attention 
when their role as the main problem of local society security was frequently mentioned 
by numerous memorials. One of the examples would be the Guangdong brotherhood 
societies’ involvement in the local feud. The local official reported to the central 
government that in the Guangdong and Guangxi provinces, the brotherhood societies 
were formed because one of the families that joined the feud was trying to use the 
society to fight with both their opponent and resist the local government 
management.205 More specifically, as the Qing official Tan Zhongling pointed out that, 
in the region around Huizhou area in Guangdong, the hongqi hui (Red Flag Society) 
and the heiqi hui (Black Flag Society) were often organized for being hired by the local 
families involved in a feud. If there was a family that hired the hongqi hui, the other 
side would then choose the heiqi hui to fight with its counterpart. He mentioned that 
sometimes the violence became so uncontrollable that even the employers could not 
stop the brotherhood societies in their rampage from burning houses and killing 
people.206
 
Furthermore, the Qing government was also convinced that motivation of forming a 
brotherhood society was merely to facilitate plots of robbery. It was admitted in the 
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confession of some brotherhood society members, as the Qing archives reflected. For 
example, as the local official Zhou Fu reported, the brotherhood society leader Gao 
Genhao in Xiangshan County of Guangdong province confessed after his capture that 
he built the society only to plunder.207 Furthermore, to form a brotherhood was also a 
means of uniting different branches of bandits. In Raopin County, several leaders of the 
gangsters decided to form a brotherhood society to plan robbery, and the brotherhood 
society became the purpose of gathering larger group of desperadoes.208
 
Apart from that, there are several cases of ordinary people of local society being 
fearful of these brotherhood societies. In Nanxiong County of Guangdong, the Triads 
gathered more than one thousand members to plunder the local villages, and within two 
days, more than ten villages were destroyed. Besides the robbery, the killing of 
villagers was also reported in the news article.209  In Yangchun County of Guangdong, 
the same situation occurred in a more brutal fashion. The leader Li Beihai used to be 
one of the famous bandits who were hunted by the government among Guangdong 
society. To hide and evade arrest, he organized a secret society. Using the followers in 
his group, he disturbed the local people to show their resentment. After an initial 
attempt at suppression by the local government, these people were much angered and 
went on a rampage in revenge, which ranged from robbery to some high-level 
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destruction like burning the village. The fire caused a number of causalities.210 These 
forms of brotherhood societies’ activities scared most of the local people, and therefore 
they escaped from the place to run away from the disaster.211
 
Another case further demonstrates this point. The brotherhood societies in Hushan 
County were instigated by some local gentry to destroy a primary school. The damage 
they caused resulted in many security problems for the local society, and threw both 
students and parents into a great panic.212 The story of killing students appeared in 
another article written during the Qinzhou uprising. After being suppressed by the 
government, the brotherhood societies that had taken refuge downtown killed all the 
students to show their anger.213  
 
The lawless activities caused the Qing government to take harsher action. However, in 
his research of Qing law on the Chinese brotherhood societies, David Ownby pointed 
out that even though Qing law was the first known case to initiate brotherhood society 
penalties, the makers of these codes still made the visible effort to distinguish between 
the different types of brotherhood society activities and the accompanying graded 
punishments. The crimes committed by the brotherhood societies were layered 
carefully under the law according to their “nature”. The simple brotherhood, the 
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blood-oath brotherhood and the brotherhoods with potential for rebellion were treated 
differently. The leaders and the ordinary members were also given respective 
penalties.214
 
It is hard to deny the fact that both the Guangdong brotherhood societies and the Qing 
government were pushed apart by the internal tension between each other, but it is even 
harder to judge which side initiated the conflict first. Nonetheless, what is reflected by 
both archives and newspapers suggests that the central government used to be careful in 
dealing with the brotherhood society issues. The method of the government in handling 
the Guangdong brotherhood societies experienced a gradual change from simple 
definitions to complicated categorizations. As David Ownby argues, the Qing 
government avoided carefully any misapplication of law during the eighteenth century 
as they identified some brotherhood societies as racketeering rather than rebellion, and 
even realized that there were some associations which were totally harmless.215   
 
The brotherhood society was first recognized by the Qing law and deserved 
punishment by 100 lashes of the wipe in as early as the year 1668. 216 This was 
followed by a new code made in the third year of Kangxi period (1662-1722) saying 
that all the brotherhood societies with a blood oath should be sentenced to death.217 
The Qing government made a modified law on the third year of Yongzheng period 
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(1723-1735), claiming that the leaders of brotherhood societies with the blood oath 
and burning of petition would be strangulated, while those who did not make blood 
oath would only receive 100 blows of the bamboo.218 Meanwhile, when dealing with 
the executive punishment, the size of a society and the individual role in a certain 
organization were both important yardsticks as late as 1803.219 In the year 1811, a 
substitution in categories was designed specially for the Guangdong province, where 
the problem was listed under the category of “robbery” instead of “rebellion”. Five 
characterizations were included as part of the new category, which clearly distinguished 
the various elements of rebellious brotherhoods and legal associations.220 These various 
dimensions suggest that at this stage, the Qing controllers were still confident in dealing 
with the non-elite associations even if they had proven occasionally troublesome in 
ways of starting rebellions. 
 
As late as in the year of 1891, the memorial from the local level and the response of the 
central government during the Guangxu period still insisted that punishments on the 
huifei (brotherhood bandits) should be distinguished. Those who seduced people to 
join the brotherhood societies and participated in robbery would be sentenced to death 
penalty; but the members would be put into prison, and the ordinary people who were 
cheated by the leaders or hoped to protect themselves would be released.221 So even 
during the late nineteenth century, the Qing’s worry about the brotherhood societies 
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only appeared when they did crimes or plotted rebellions. With no specific law on 
banning the simple brotherhood’s activities, the principle followed by the government 
was only to punish the people regarding “not whether they are brotherhood societies or 
not, but bandits or not.” The general attitude of Qing government towards the 
Guangdong brotherhood was even tolerant in some cases.222 Qin Baoqi pointed out 
that in 1837, the central government prescribed that some followers who were forced 
to join the brotherhood societies could be given slightly lighter punishment.223
 
However, in less than five years, the concerns of the central authority can be seen to 
have strongly increased. Not only were they more sensitive to the activities of the 
brotherhoods, but also they reacted strongly by putting out a corresponding clause on 
banning all similar kinds of associations. Initially, the Guangdong government sent an 
order to all the local newspaper offices ordering them to cease all reports on matters 
pertaining to the brotherhood societies or revolution. So long as it had a connection 
with the revolution, the term ‘brotherhood society’ was prohibited.224 Soon afterwards a 
new statute was applied by the Qing government that the word “hui” was strictly not to 
be used in reference to their case.225 In Huanggang County, a brotherhood society 
named the baishan hui (The White Fan Society) was caught even though they had not 
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initiated any form of rebellion; the number of members was also fairly small.226 From 
this point on, all brotherhood societies truly became “secret”; a more precise 
description would be that they were illegal. 
 
Following this, another complete statute for organizing “hui” was enacted in 1908 by 
the Qing government， in which thirty-five items were described in detail. Several main 
themes were made clear in this new statute. First of all, to form any sort of brotherhood 
society was strictly prohibited. Any one who involved in a brotherhood society would 
be punished under criminal law, while the violation of other items would be punishable 
by a fine from three to thirty yuan.227 An example in 1909 that further demonstrates the 
decreasing level of tolerance of Qing government will be discussed here. In Guangdong, 
when dealing with a group of people who organized a brotherhood society and further 
planned a rebellion, the local officials immediately executed all its members after 
arrest.228  
 
The Interpretation: Failure of Crisis Management 
 
There are various complicated reasons why the Qing government decided to cease the 
ties between them and the brotherhood societies. Although the Qing central 
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government realized that the problem of forming brotherhood societies in Guangdong 
should be solved, the relatively mild measures that it applied to change the situation did 
not receive the expected effect or achieve the desired success rate.  
 
The first step to eliminate the brotherhood societies that the local government took, and 
which was suggested to the throne, was one policy called qingxiang (清乡), literally 
meaning “clean the village”. In fact, the local governors were the first group who 
strongly recommended this policy to the central government. For example, the 
government of Gaolianqin region in Guangdong put out an announcement, claiming 
that qingxiang should be the basic method to be adopted to halt the activities of the 
brotherhood societies. Another Qing official, Wu Tingfang, in his letter to the Qing 
government, pointed out that the Guangdong province was suffering from the harm 
caused by the brotherhood societies or the bandits. Their activities covered most of its 
counties; travelers were afraid of traveling through the places. If this situation was to 
last any longer, the people would either die of banditry or out of hunger. That is why the 
qingxiang became a preoccupation.229
 
Following the qingxiang policy, there was another way taken by the local government 
called Baojia (保甲) among the Guangdong rural society. According to the policy 
makers, after applying the Baojia policy in every village, every door would be 
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numbered and every registered permanent residence would be listed. Hence, it would 
be impossible for a person to become involved in banditry or the brotherhood societies 
without knowledge by their family members or the neighbors.230  
 
Clearly both qingxiang and Baojia policies met with many problems in practice. Shen 
Bao mentioned that those vagrants who were potential members of the brotherhood 
societies did not have a settled home and thus could hide anywhere. And the 
government often could not find them or the place they might gather. Moreover, the line 
between a brotherhood society member and a local person was always hard to define. 
As the local government pointed out, “Today they are brotherhood societies, tomorrow 
they will be ordinary people; once the government army comes, they are just local 
people, but when the army leaves, they become the brotherhood societies again.”231
 
The government authorities also worked on protection from those brotherhood 
societies. Tuanlian （团练）, a form of local military organization, was applied during 
the time. Both the local officials and the Qing government believed that tuanlian could 
protect the local society from the violence brought by the brotherhood societies and 
bandits. One example is the Gaoqinlian region – the tuanlian there was mainly a 
cooperative effort between one village and its two neighboring villages. These three 
villages worked as a union to “help and protect each other”. Each family must provide 
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one person to join the tuan, and large family with more than five members must provide 
two people. Each tuan has ten people, from which one or two of them will then be 
selected as lian. Both tuan and lian has its leader called tuanzhang (the head of tuan团
长)and lianzhang (the head of lian 练长). The members of the tuan and lian would 
gather regularly and conduct military practice at a place called gongsuo (public place
公所).232
 
The exact result of the tuanlian was rarely mentioned in the newspaper reports. 
However, as some small cases may suggest, the tuanlian did not work as well as 
expected. In the Huizhou Prefecture of Guangdong, the Triads were so rampant that the 
local people regarded them as a great danger. There was one case when the local 
villagers were organizing a performance. They asked some local military to protect the 
stage as a necessary part of the preparation, because they were afraid of the Triads. In 
the end, the Triads still came and robbed them of all their properties. Later, the Triads 
also used these properties as a way of extorting the villagers, while the local military 
could do nothing to stop it.233 During the fights with the brotherhood societies it appears 
that the local military was not very systematic in resisting attack. In the first place, the 
army was a temporary measure and there was little military advantage; the local 
government was forced to recruit fifty yong (soldier) to assist during preparations. After 
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the first battle, it had to recruit seventy more for the defense.234  
 
Besides the local military policies, the Qing government also placed its trust in a moral 
society and believed that this point would be effective in stopping the formation of the 
brotherhood societies. In the thirteenth year of the Guangxu Period, after punishing the 
brotherhood societies who robbed the local community, the government used the 
money taken from them to build nine Confucian academies (shuyuan书院) and 
forty-three charity schools (yixue 义学) which are local schools to fasten the moral 
rule among the local place. In the same memorial, it said that it would repeat this project 
again and build more yixue at remote places to civilize the wildness.235 Nonetheless, the 
educational influence might have been seen in a long term perspective, but it could not 
deal with the problem of the Guangdong brotherhood societies immediately. 
 
The Implementation: Where the True Pressure Lies 
 
As the actual executer of the in the local society, the local officials who were facing the 
difficulties directly also appeared to have come under greater pressure. Bloody cases 
were frequently reported in the newspaper, suggesting that the conflict between the 
brotherhood societies and the local government reached a serious level. In most 
instances, the target of the brotherhood societies’ attack was the local government and 
the troops that came to clean them out. It was reported at Qingzhou County that the 
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brotherhood societies offered people a salary for the first month and thus recruited 
thousands of members. The participants of these brotherhood societies were mostly 
people who were loiterers and suffering from hunger. Thus, even though the society 
recruiter tried to deliver that they were supporting the idea of the revolution by putting 
out various propaganda pamphlets, in the end, the members of the brotherhood 
societies still claimed that they were going to burn the local buildings and rob the 
government barn to share the grain. As a result, the local government building was 
occupied, and the whole family of the local official was killed.236
 
The brotherhood societies would also challenge the government authorities when their 
power grew strong. In Renhua County of Guangdong, the local government received a 
letter from some brotherhood society that warned of the exact date the society would 
attack the city. Several hundreds of members quickly gathered around city and the local 
officials were shocked by their boldness. 237  The influence of the Guangdong 
brotherhood societies further spread to the other provinces. The local government of 
Jiangxi province received a letter from the Guangdong Triads leader Zhong Jisan, 
asking it to release one of their members, who was arrested by the Jiangxi government. 
The letter intimated that if their request was not satisfied, the Triads would attack the 
city and rob their people.238
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As a result, not only did the local governors urged the Qing emperor to be tougher in 
the law-making, but also when it came to implementation, that they used more brutal 
methods to show their distaste, methods which sometimes went beyond the law. For 
example, official Cen Chunxuan put forward in his memorial that the Guangdong 
brotherhood societies were all “well-armed, and they organized a hui to collect money, 
to plunder others and to extort the protection fee.” The most dangerous thing, as he 
mentioned, was that the local morale was shaken by the rumor.239 Wu Tingfang, another 
local governor in his letter to the central governor demanded that the “substitute of 
imminent execution (Jiudi zhengfa zhangcheng 就地正法章程)” should be resumed 
temporarily as a cure for the social unrest.240
 
Different names were used by the Qing officials referring to Guangdong brotherhood 
societies, yet all of these names had the same language root with the bandits, such as 
“huifei” (brotherhood bandits), “yangfei” (sea bandits) and “shafei” (sand bandits). As 
official Li Hanzhang stated in his memorial, “in the Zhuxi County of Guangdong, the 
huifei Jie Chunting formed a brotherhood society and then plundered or burned the 
villages, same as the yangfei”. Later, when the government army came to suppress them, 
it found that thirteen people were captured by the brotherhood society as hostages. Li 
also indicates that the brotherhood society under Jie Chunting’s leadership had the 
same generic organizational structure; insiders used the honorific titles such as dage 
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(eldest brother), erge(elder brother) and xiansheng (master), but they were together for 
the purpose of robbery.”241
 
Generally speaking, it was often repeated in the local officials’ memorials that the 
brotherhood societies were doing nothing good for the local society. In their eyes, the 
brotherhood societies’ activities could be simplified and classed as insurgencies, which 
would therefore be of great danger to the state. Again as Tan Zhonglin in another 
memorial points out, “In Guangdong the brotherhood societies and banditry is always 
very common, it happens all the time. Sometimes couples of people, sometimes 
hundreds of people, they rob the local society with armies, and form a brotherhood to 
plot rebellion.” Brotherhood societies to them equaled to banditry or rebels, evident in 
the prejudice shown in these officials’ writings.242
 
As the local government chose to take severe measures against any possible 
brotherhood societies as a way of generally dealing with the problem, 
misinterpretation of brotherhood societies and abuse of law became commonplace. 
This stance again drove the societies to a marginal position, which in the end had not 
choice but to move against the government. The fumu hui (Father and mother Society) 
was initially created under an oath that all the members should support each other. In 
times of difficulties, they would meet and collect money for the use of wedding and 
funerals which the poor members could not afford. However, it was treated by the 
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government as a dangerous society and soon banned.243
 
A Narrower Developing Space 
Nonetheless, if we concluded that violent activities encompass the spectrum of 
activities carried out by the Guangdong brotherhood societies, we obviously make an 
arbitrary decision. There were two main functions that the brotherhood societies 
carried out in the local societies. On one hand, they were seditious power for the local 
authority which was the representative of the orthodox, some times the members of 
them could be randomly chosen and they were resented by the local people for the 
damage they had caused. On the other hand, it is important to point out that not all the 
brotherhoods and the brotherhood societies originally function with such a high degree 
of violence; they were people gathered simply to aid one another, and their activities 
were relatively peaceful. 
 
Beside those who were engaged in group violence, there were also other kinds of the 
hui or brotherhood that were not aggressive at all, and played totally different roles in 
the local society. These organizations could be regarded as semi-brotherhoods since 
they were under the name of hui and conducted out mutually beneficial aims. Among 
the Guangdong societies there was a society called yi hui (The Righteousness Society) 
which was very popular. People who joined it had to pay a certain amount of money, 
and part of it was then used as gongfei (public fee) which was saved in preparation of 
                                                 
243 “Fei ru jiehui” “匪入结会” (“The Bandits Joined the Brotherhood Societies”), Shen Bao, [75] 255, 7 
October,1903.
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the needs of its members. The rest was called caiyin (lottery money), which was similar 
to lottery.244 This was a type of society mainly built for the purpose of gambling. It was 
not of direct harm to the local society and was welcomed by the ordinary people. Some 
of the local officials even proposed to borrow the idea of this to organize a hui and 
collect money from it for the government army.245  
 
Another hui was also created under the support and assistance of the local gentry. It was 
in Guangzhou prefecture, and the hui was organized because of the uncontrollable theft. 
The main requirement of joining the hui was to pay membership fee as an insurance in 
case any theft or robbery happened. The money collected this way was used for a 
reward to those who could catch the bandits or thieves, and to build the works for 
protecting the local place. 246  Therefore, these organizations as brotherhoods were 
widely used for the purpose of self-protection. 
  
However, the Qing officials deliberately blocked the information on these types of 
brotherhoods, leaving only the negative reports of the brotherhood societies to be 
passed on to the higher authorities. Hence, it is a great possibility that those 
brotherhood societies that used to be peaceful before were driven into a dead-end in 
development, finally to merge into a more violent group. 
 
                                                 
244 “Nixing yihui” “拟兴义会” (“Preparing to Organize the yihui”), Shen Bao, [75] 83, 12 September, 
1903. 
245 Ibid.
246 “Shehui fangdao” “设会防盗” (“Organizing the Society to Defend the Bandits”), Shen Bao, [69] 




The Guangdong brotherhood societies were not “secret” at the very beginning. From 
non-secret to secret they went through a long way, and were pushed by many external 
elements. Government banning was one of the reasons but not the only one. The 
brotherhood societies also had to face more practical problems socially. 
 
On the one hand, public opinion, which was largely controlled by a group of literati, 
gave the public a distasteful impression of the Guangdong brotherhood societies by 
highlighting only their threat to local governing, their activities of destroying villages 
and how they terrified local residence. The violent facet of brotherhood societies was 
magnified and sometimes exaggerated. On the other hand, the Guangdong brotherhood 
societies also had a difficult time in the local communities that they should belong to. 
Not only were they hunted by local government troops, but also the gentry whose 
properties were the brotherhood societies’ first target gathered voluntarily to work on 
the cleanup of them. 
 
The intellectuals, local executives of Qing law, wealthy and powerful gentries, through 
different channels, encouraged the central authorities to take harsher and immediate 
actions to suppress all brotherhood societies without distinguishing the harmless ones. 
In the meanwhile, the Guangdong brotherhood societies had another portrait of them as 
friends of revolutionaries. However, the propagandas made by Sun Yat-sen’s 
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revolutionary party to facilitate their military needs convinced the Qing central 
authorities that all the brotherhood societies were potentially rebellious. Complicated 
reasons lead to the final decision of defining brotherhood societies as illegal, after they 
were described as evil to both state authorities and ordinary people. They were never 
favored by an orthodox social system again since that moment and the ending for them 
started a long history of keeping themselves more mysterious and underground. 
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Chapter Five: Conclusion 
 
In the ten years leading up to the 1911 Revolution, the Guangdong brotherhood 
societies entered a new stage of development; this development was different in many 
ways from its prior evolution during the early and mid-Qing periods. Although some 
of these societies played a part in China’s early Republican Revolutionary Movement, 
overall they remained a fairly isolated unit among the local community. Historically, 
the main characteristics that they inherited from the early eighteenth-century 
brotherhood tradition were still carried on during the early twentieth century. 
Nonetheless, certain traditions such as mutual-aid or religious practices were applied in 
different fashions. Guangdong brotherhood societies also became entangled in many 
social and political movements emerging during that time, resulting in a split of many 
factions within their organizations. For a brief period in time, the societies interacted 
with various figures of the social wave of revolution, and as a result, they became 
partially politicized. However, this effect was temporary and the majority of these 
brotherhood societies eventually retreated underground after the 1911 Revolution.  
 
Evolution of the Guangdong Brotherhood Societies 
 
In examining the activities and the public image of the Guangdong brotherhood 
societies presented to the outside world, the interplay between the brotherhood 
societies and the social-political changes during the pre-revolutionary time can be 
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better understood. In response to the pressures stemming from both inside and outside 
of local society, the major characteristics of their tradition, such as the loose style of 
membership management, their mercenary activities and the violent measures of 
gaining resources, nonetheless continued, only with their formation changed 
accordingly in order to adjust to the new situation. Although there were changes about 
the Guangdong brotherhood societies’ organizations, their activities, their doctrines, 
those changes still had deep roots in the history of their own. 
 
Through this study, the reaction of the Guangdong brotherhood societies to the 
social-political environment can be concluded in three main trends. First of all, a 
tendency that was seen among the Guangdong brotherhood societies was the 
decentralization of their organizational administration. If the brotherhoods in 
Guangdong during the early period of their development can be said to function as a 
social entity that provided its members with physical and psychological comfort, it 
began to lose this purpose from the late Qing onwards. The Guangdong brotherhood 
societies in this period functioned more like a general social gathering, rather than a 
unified group. In fact, it became increasingly difficult to unify them for various causes 
since the common identity they used to share was becoming vaguer in nature. Unlike 
the previous ways of starting up the societies, establishment of the Guangdong 
brotherhood societies during this period became greatly simplified and also more 
haphazard. Evidence showed that some people randomly chose the name of local 
brotherhood societies, or simply claimed that they were descendants of the Heaven 
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and Earth Society even though there were no proven connections between these 
people with the named society. Moreover, while a large number of the Guangdong 
brotherhood societies were created during the time, they were often guided by different 
principles and thus fragmented in terms of their aims. Even when they participated in 
the same revolutionary event, there were little interactions between the various 
societies. They became disconnected from each other and it became harder to find 
commonalities to hold them together. 
 
In terms of culture, the Guangdong brotherhood societies also adapted themselves to 
the ever-changing environment by remolding their cultural traditions. Although the 
former organizational structures were papered over by modern elements, the nature of 
the Guangdong brotherhood societies remained unchanged and the knowledge of the 
brotherhood tradition became obscured during transmission. The mythologies adopted 
by the brotherhood societies – used to pass knowledge and histories down to new 
members – were increasingly diffused among the various societies, resulting in the 
reformation of these mythologies into many new versions. Furthermore, the society 
rituals were utilized by other political associations and the ritualistic oaths and texts 
became interpreted in a more politicized fashion; as part of these changes, loyalty of 
individuals to their societies was slowly downplayed, and the requirements of 
membership have also become less stringent. Pressures appearing from both within and 
without thus forced the Guangdong brotherhood societies to form new strategies to 
survive. Another example of this attempt in adaptation can be seen in how they 
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gradually abandoned their beliefs in supernatural powers – shown by the decline in both 
the messianic influence and the emphasis of religious practices during the period. In 
place of religious service, the predatory strategy became a more acceptable practice, 
and it is a sad fact that few sources on their early cultural heritage have survived 
through the latter periods of change. 
 
The idea of mutual-aid, as it is said in the beginning of this thesis, was repeated by 
many scholars in the past as the initial purpose of creating a brotherhood society. 
However, in the development of the Guangdong brotherhood societies during the late 
imperial China, the importance of inter-assistant was faded. The concept of mutual-aid 
meant that the benefit only limited to members of individual societies. Therefore, 
mutual-aid became a mere excuse and camouflages for security and the abuse of 
collective violence and criminal activities, or in some cases acted as a conduit for the 
monetary benefit of a few leaders. As David Ownby pointed out that, mutual-aid had 
dramatically transformed into a new phenomenon, which no longer presented only as 
crop-watching or fund-raising for weddings and funerals but also expressed in a more 
aggressive way.247
 
Secondly, a tendency towards fragmentation of the members into various groups can 
be seen within individual organizations. One important detail about the composition of 
                                                 
247 David Ownby, “Chinese Hui and the Early Modern Social Order: Evidence from Eighteenth-century 
Southeast China” in David Ownby and Mary S.Heidues eds., “Secret Societies” Reconsidered: 
Perspectives on the Social History of Modern South China and Southeast Asia (Armonk, 
N.Y.:M.E.Sharpe, 1993), p.37.
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the Guangdong brotherhood societies in the last decade of Qing rule was they were no 
longer purely dominated by people of marginal groups. On the contrary, increasing 
numbers of educated intellectuals or local elites were involved in the brotherhood 
societies and subsequently became the new leaders who guided its transformation 
process. These leaders, who were often of the upper levels of social strata, regarded the 
formation of the societies as an opportunity to regain their prestige, or to pave a road for 
increasing their political influence. The Guangdong brotherhood societies under their 
leadership occasionally engaged in revolutionary movements; this participation was 
often highlighted in historical writings about them, leading to the impression that the 
brotherhood societies were deeply involved in revolutionary activities.  
 
However, this image does not reflect the complete story. Through detailed study, it can 
be seen that the ideology of a majority of members did not in fact change significantly. 
Most of the members were apolitical and innocent by-standers in the revolutionary 
activities, and they were often confused by the goals set by the leaders. This kind of 
political passivity was the reason behind the negative reviews written by republican 
scholars on the Chinese brotherhood societies’ role in the revolutionary uprisings.  
 
Finally, reactions of the two social groups towards revolution led to the same end in 
terms of the brotherhood societies’ increasing tendency towards violent behavior. The 
Guangdong brotherhood societies are often remembered in the Republican Movement 
as mercenary troops; a position that pushed them to the frontline of the clash with the 
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government. That is mainly because the society leaders took advantage of the strength 
of the Guangdong brotherhood societies by forging agreements with the revolutionaries 
who needed a military arm for their missions. In the meanwhile, the remaining portion 
of the members of the Guangdong brotherhood societies also needed to be accounted 
for. These members were those who basically joined the societies for various personal 
concerns; many joined in hope of using the society to gain a measure of legitimate 
identity, to get financial support during times of crisis, or for protection from either 
natural or man-made disasters. These societies hence turned to any possible source of 
financial support. The most effective way of accomplishing this was to involve with 
organized criminal activity more frequently. It also became the cause of much social 
unrest. As a result, the violent nature of their organizations was immediately 
highlighted in many public and official discourses. These frequent conflicts with both 
the local and central government authority also became commonly connected to the 
portrait of their image. As the Guangdong brotherhood societies’ clandestine activities 
increasingly gave them the reputation of being “heterodoxy” (xie) in the eyes of the 
government and ordinary people, they became more marginalized both socially and 
politically. 
 
The Guangdong brotherhood societies were not recognized by orthodox practices; in 
the official arena such as in legislation and policy-making, and also in public discourse, 
the common view was that the brotherhood societies were purely criminal 
organizations. It was beyond the revolutionaries’ ability to reverse this situation; in fact 
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they were among the various groups that attempted to exploit this group of people. 
After the 1911 Revolution, the Guangdong brotherhood societies carried on in two 
different directions: some followed the revolutionaries and were abandoned by them; 
for most of the societies went underground and the cohesion of their organization 
gradually collapsed. 
 
Chinese Society during the Period 1900-1911 
 
In addressing the evolution of the brotherhood societies during the period, some 
questions also need to be asked about the 1911 Revolution and its mission of 
modernizing the Chinese society: What changes did the revolutionary atmosphere 
bring to Guangdong as a relatively peripheral society?248 How did the radical attempts 
of reconstructing a new social and political order affect the ordinary people during the 
time? To what extent did issues such as nationalism, patriotism and constitutionalism 
influence the people’s minds?  
 
Ten years before the outbreak of the 1911 Revolution, a period of class movement took 
place for the various social classes within the rural society in Guangdong. The rise of 
the local elites was one characteristic of those changes which happened during the time. 
As they became upwardly mobile in the social ladder, the activities of these local gentry 
                                                 
248  Edward J.M.Rhoads, China’s Republican Revolution: the Case of Kwangtung, 1895-1913 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1975), p. 266.
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also extended into the domain of government affairs.249 Although some of these gentry 
achieved their desire for status, there were also those who were left behind in the race 
and who started to seek alternatives to gaining power. The revolutionaries who were 
then claiming to save the country by replacing the government represented a great 
opportunity, and the elites took part in the activities by becoming the intermediary in 
the relationship between the revolutionaries and local brotherhood societies. 
 
However, such activities usually worked against the interest of the ordinary society 
members. If the gentry were the group which benefited the most from this period, the 
brotherhood societies in Guangdong were clearly left behind by the social change. For 
example, Sun Yat-sen himself was viewed as a respectable figure and gained much 
support from foreign countries such as Japan; on the other hand, the brotherhood 
societies were well-known as the supporters of anti-imperialism. Moreover, the 
interactions of the various parties were over-reliant on monetary factors and a 
superficial anti-Manchu propaganda. This alliance was fragile since its beginning, and 
throughout the process of their cooperation, no significant improvement was seen in 
improving the situation of the societies. It is also possible that such improvements were 
beyond the abilities of the cooperative members. Therefore, the biggest failure of this 
alliance was that the revolutionaries did not have a coherent program for developing the 
brotherhood societies. As a result, the revolution was closer to a deconstruction, rather 
than a reconstruction, for the Guangdong brotherhood societies.  
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Apart from this, the 1911 Revolution for Guangdong can be described as a revolution 
for only the urban society, and not the wider countryside areas. The reason for this can 
be seen in how only a small group of people such as the local elites and intellectuals 
were politicized; the majority of the society, however, was not deeply influenced by the 
events. One reason is that the type of social mobilization of the classes described earlier 
did not take place in the rural society of Guangdong. Moreover, the Chinese peasantry 
was often the first group to bear the costs of social reform and revolution. They had to 
endure the pressure of additional tax and levies, and were also treated as the enemy of 
the state when they participated in social riots. While peasant revolts happened, they 
were often ephemeral in nature. However, there are little sources that show the ordinary 
Chinese people as being interested in using revolution as a way of rebuilding political 
order. The tense situation between the ruler and the ruled reached its peak during the 
last ten year of the Qing Dynasty.  
 
However, as Mary Rankin pointed out that, “the historical role of the 1911 Revolution 
was to begin the Chinese revolution, not to complete it”.250 The 1911 Revolution in 
terms of social transformation was only a prelude to later events. The language of 
revolution slowly started to spread among a larger audience, and the violent uprisings 
of the period inspired many generations of Chinese revolutionaries – even up to the 
time of the communist movement leaded by Mao Zedong. The increasing autonomy in 
the administration of the regions finally caused a collapse of the imperial authority, and 
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saw the transference of power to the local governments. In summarizing its long-term 
effects, it is undeniable that this was a peaceful revolution towards forming a Chinese 
society. The 1911 Revolution was a political revolution, but with long-reaching 
consequences in the social and cultural context. 
 
Remarks of the Past, the Present and the Future 
 
In the field of research, there is much scholarly debate about whether the modernization 
of China and the collapse of Qing were caused by internal or external impacts over a 
prolonged period of time. The split in the Chinese rural society goes towards explaining 
part of the situation. In particular, the revolutionary’s impact on the brotherhood 
societies eventually caused this segment of society to become a serious social problem 
for many local societies. By revisiting Guangdong brotherhood societies and their 
evolution during the early phrase of the republican revolution, it is hoped that this 
study has provided information on the historical balance in relationship between the 
state and this problematic social unit. 
 
One surprising point from this study is how the Qing government did not take an 
interest in adopting alternative methods to harness the restless power of the 
brotherhood societies. They did not attempt to hire the local brotherhood societies to 
fight with the revolutionary uprisings when the local military proved to be inefficient. 
Considering the many other problems the Qing government had to deal with at that time, 
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how the old institution of the brotherhood society was simply reduced to becoming 
“rebellious” clearly did not form the primary concern of the government. Both the 
government and the revolutionaries did not pay much attention to managing the 
Guangdong brotherhood societies, resulting in the transformation of the brotherhood 
societies into a big social dilemma for the Chinese society. 
 
An issue for further study in the future is the movement of the Chinese brotherhood 
societies overseas, and their spread among the Overseas Chinese communities. Unlike 
the case of Guangdong, where such societies have remained mostly quiescent in their 
activities, overseas examples show that they are active on a much larger stage. Chinese 
secret societies in the Southeast Asia function on a greater scale in terms of social and 
economic businesses, while the sanhe hui in Hong Kong today still exists as a 
noteworthy social security problem. Their origins can be traced back to a local society 
in mainland China.  
 
Finally, the examination of the Guangdong brotherhood societies’ evolution may 
suggest rethinking the concept of “secret societies”. The numerous misinterpretations 
of Chinese secret societies are often based on the premise that they can be characterized 
as a unit for study. In contrary, this thesis has shown the wide range of varieties during 
the last ten years of Qing Dynasty undertaken by these societies. Some brotherhood 
societies were more inclined to religious events, and others have the potential to turn 
into political organizations. In conclusion, it would be more accurate to view them as a 
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